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SCOPE AND CONTJ;:NTS: This thesis is an attempt to examine the relation--

ship between the tHO attitudes of Dogmatism and Alienation, as an initial 

step tm'la1'd the construction of a theol~y of the interrelationship betHcen 

atti t-udes as a futu1'e means of obtaining a deeper comprehension of 

poli tical behaviour them is nOH possible. The 1\'10 concepts vlill be 

broken down into their constituent dimensions through Factor and Scalogram 

Analysis and the relations betyleen these sub--dimensions viill be assessed, 

as indication of the degree and strength of the underlying relationship 

bet\'leen the two maj 01' concepts. 1\vo groups Here chosen for the research, 

a group of undergraduates folloHing the Introduction to Political Science 

Coume, at Met-laster Universi tyand the City Council of the City of Hamilton. 

The results of these DVO groups are not to be utilised for strict comparative 

purposes, they will be used to substantiate each others sets of findings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It would seem both a glaring and unfortunate omission in the 

discipline of Political Science, that, though there exists an ever-increasing 

body of research on val,ious attitudinal constructs., minimal effort has been 

expended in exami~ing what l'elationships exist between them. This thesis is, 

in part, a preliminary yet pal,tial attempt to remedy this deficiency. lUts 

primary concern will be an endeavour to assess the relationship bet·ween the 

concepts of Dogmatism
l 

and Alienation2 , as an initial step Hhich hopefully 

may spur future research and thereby culminate in an ultimate compl""'ehension 

of how belief-systems associate, of hm-I attitudes relate. Its secondary 

concern is methodological, r10st multi-variate analysis of attitudes, of 

the past, has l""'elied on either' Factor Analysis
3 

or Guttman Scalogram Iil1alysisL~ 

to achieve its results, and little or virtually no analysis has been 

effected on a comparative basis, that it, in analysing a given body of 

data, the researcher has relied primarily on one of these tHO approaches 

I A full descl'iption of this term is contained in chapter one. 

2 See chapter one for a full explication of this concept 

3 The reader is referred to chapter three for a description of this 
type of analysis 

4 This method of analysls is explained in detail in chapter four 
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and has not tried to obtain comparative and comparable results by 

utilising both. Hhere the dual approach was used, it seems endemic that 

satisfactory Guttman scales were not achieved, so that eventually there 

is a possibility that some information may have been lost through this 

inability to utilise both methods of analysis. In this thesis then, 

both methods \-lill be used in an attempt to obtain the maximum amount 

of information from the data as is possible. 

Chapter' One is therefore concerned vIi th a full explication of 

the concepts of dogmatism and alienation: their definition, usage and'. 

utilisation in their research are compar'ed \-lith their treatments in other 

relevant literature. The theory upon which their research is based is 

also explicated as well as the underlying hypothesis derived fl'om this 

theory. 

Chapter Two describes the methodology used both in the collection 

of the data and in its analysis. 

Chap~cer Three is devoted to the use of Factor Analysis in this 

type of research and to its relevance, application and findings here and 

conclusions based upon it. 

Chapter ~our follows the patter of the previous chapter except 

that the Guttman Scalogram technique will be utilised. 

Chapter Five will be the concluding chapter, summarizing the 

findings on all hypotheses and according to all methods of analysis. 

Conclusions in accordance \-lith the research aism expounded throughout 

the thesis vlill be drawn. 
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DOGN1,TISV AHD ALIENATION: j\J·r EXPLICP,TIOH 

PR013LEll 

It appears that most present day theory and research on attitudes is 

typically centred on the properties, determin~mts and the measurement of 

single attitudes and beliefs rather than on attitude systeDs and belief 

systens. It is the intention of this thesis, to move from the former type 

of cmalys1s to the la.tteT· typ.~ of concerTI. The concern here is not so nuch 

as to hCM 'alienEted' or .. ' dogmatic' per'sons are, or how these features 2re 

related_ to voting behaviour or various socio-econol'1ic indicates but· rather 

?C)\.~ they relate to ea.ch ot~[ler. Indeed it is not feasible to assume that 

atti tudes are rela.ted to each other, so that if vIe .dsh to understand cer-

tain behavioural patterns , it is not more aclrrissible to examine the 

relationships bet'deen attitudes and then relate these findings to behaviour, 

rather than try to explain "That may h2,ve been a multi -rr.oti vated concepts, 

in terms of a single determinant? This research then, proceeds on the 

basis of the above 2rguvent. 

TEEORY 

Essenti2,11y dogmatism and <.1.1ienc.tion Here chosen because they have 

come to fir:;ure proninently in the scholary litep2.tun.:; OD 2tt:1.1~Fde8 ~·;hich 

has ay·isen in the past teD years or so anc~ secone.ly, because they ",ere 

assessed by the author 2;S attitudes Hhich do have a strong relationship 

"lith each other. Indeed, if dosmatisn and alienation prove to be related, 

this should indiccttc t~12_t it is possible to e::2Eine re12ticl1stip behleen 
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all attitudes and hence possibly develop a comprehensive theory of hOH 

atti tudes relate to each ether as a mOclTIS tov;ard incre'ased conprehension 

of the behaviour vrith -;1h1ch incjY:Ldl~0.1 iClttitudesare usually associated. 

'If no such relationship is here proven or indice.ted ~ this may demonstrate 

the correctness of ::,:rcsC!;'"t u}?proaches ~h5.ch utilise only one attitudinal 

conc(~pt to illustrate or explain certain aspects of be~12viour but rwre pro-· 

babJ.y, it Hill demonstrate a ";ronr; choice here in at·U.tudes that perhaps 

these are not relatec., fl1.l't possihly others are. Should the second above 

result be indjcated he:('o 0 future atti tt~dinC!l research thoreFore" sLoulrl 

seal'cJ; fOl' these at·titu(.1e:=.~ ~"Jltich are related and attempt to e}~arnine any 

such relationships in attenptinf, to develop a theory of atti tuces 2.S 

alluded to aEove. 

Previous concern on the pa.rt of the autt.or with the concepts (If c1o[Pc-' 

tisE'! <me' c~lierl(l.tioTl in indepcI1l'or't 1'5 e.cos of r'8sear'ch initially led to the 

conclusions that there vloB possibly a pos1 ti ve l'elationshi},) between theT:1. 

ancI that this relationship coule: be denonstrated er'lpirically. P"lso sinilC'l" 

iter::s, in both c.ognatism and alienation scales, seerec. to hC'.ve the sc,we 

bas:'c l'cf'e:t:'eT:ts. This siy-d.12.pi ty l'2.:l.~iC(: t:~e (~Lestion as to Hhether hiO 

independent, variables wel"e being dealt ,-Ji th. 

Subsequent observations of people ,,,ho 'vler'e considered dognatic by the 

author tended to ShO'd that they 0.1so exhibited traits which could be sub

sumed llnder the category of alienC1.tion. This is not to if.1~)ly that all 

hiGhly (~o;:;';2tic ]~ut that observation of certain individuals tended to ill

ustrate that there are frequent conconitant occurrences of both. Indeed 
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it seer.1S feasible to arE;ue that c1.ogmatism may hcl"ve a nasking effect on a 

pel~son' s perceptions of eventL~ in their society. An ir,/ j v·Vu?ls; s c'l0S'-

nati~;r' T1i-:;Y o')scure his per'ception of bisrole in society and thus contribute 

to his alienated state. Conversely 5 one can imagine situations vlher'e an 

individual's alienation hasthe effect on his char'acter to increase or in-

cubate a dogmatic trait, or' even instill one. Continued distrust of 

poli ticians ' motives as a result of a perceived inability to affect one's 

destiny in the community may contribute to a rigidity of thinking on this 

. ~ 1 l.ssue or on any rOl' exar;lp~ e. It thel'efOl'e becomes conceivable to posit 

that thel'e is a tvlO v/ay relationship betvleen dogmatism and. alienation VIi th 

each concept affecting the other, depending on 1he situation. At times it 

may be dogrr.atism causing alienation or coni.~ributinf, to i t ~ a-t tiI'es the 

reverse may be true. The exact interaction betvTeen the tHO concepts being 

as yet tmknm-m. 

This is not to assert that the concepts are unidimensional, for as 

,,!ill later be posited, this is not seen as the case "me, p.ml tidinensionality 

\dll be postulated. All thc:.t is being argued here is that there is o. 

l~el<:-i.tionship beti·,een the tHO concepts. The means of proving this relation--

ship Hill be to denote the pespecti ve subdimensions of the concepts and 

examine any relationship beh,een dogn~2.tism and i3-1ienation. This should 

become more explicit as the research proceeds in that unic.imensione1ity 

is not to be as GUT;'led, as it is not ir.1p1ied., fop either of the concepts. 

Some substo.ntiation for the above postulated relationship r::ay be c.rmm 

fron existint; literature other than that specifically on the topics of 
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alienation or dognatism. Lipset
l 

notes thatoaf1:}r of the studies done in 

politica.l science, of public opinion ~ religion, family patterns and 

pel'sonC'l.li ty ~ sur;2;est that the 10Vier-class Hay of life produces indi vid-

uals Hi tll rir;id and intolerant approaches to politics. Thour;ht it is by 

no means established that alienation is only a syndrone of the lavler' 

classes, yet there is evidence for noting that alienation tends to have a 

higher' incidence 2f.)Onr; this class. So that folloH:Lng Lipset' s statement 

it is possible to infer that the higher incidence of both alienation and 

dogmatic, intransigent vieHs of life amon[: the 10Vier classcs may be 

indicative .of sone underlying relationship betHeen these tHO concepts. 

Likel-::lse Connelly and Field
2 

indica.te that non-uoters and people less 

interested in political matters a1"8 much more intolerant and xenophobic 

thaI! those "':10 vote or have poli tlce.l j_nt81:,est. If the alienated are non-

voters or at least less interested in political affairs the sane relation-

ship may be further' indicated hepe. 

It theloefore bCCOr:~8S possible to aSSUP.1e that if authOl"itar'ian or dog-

matic attitudes are closely associated \"lith alienation they may have 2. COT:-

T':on basis. Indeed as Lipset states "the ScU:1e underlying factops \<:hich pre-

dispose individuals tmrarcl support of extremist movenents lmder certain 

conditions nay result in total ,'lithdraHal frO]";; political activity and con-

cern under other conditions ll .3 If this is in fact the case, then the pre-

viously expounded cocponent theory see;:;s to have some validity. 

1 

'l 
£. 

G. H. Cormelly ane' E. E. Field; "The l··;on-Voter, \-iho he is and what 
he thinks!!, Public Opinio~_ Quarterly, VIII (19I..P+), p. 179. 

3 
Lipsei:, p. 116. 
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Indeec: Gou[,h4 in a stud.y of anti-Semitic students and non-prejudiced 

students foundthat less tolerant subjects, ie. those \\Tho Here more rigid 

in their vie~·;s, also tended to illustrate a prevailing sense of pessimism' 

and. lctck of hope and confidence in the futUl'e, This less tolerant atti tuc.e 

vlaS also closely related to feelings of cynicis][\, cHstr·uf't OJ (1ouLt cn:)(J Ems-

pido}): 1'';'~.1e high scorers feel that other people CcU1not be trusted, that 

others Hill prey on therri and exploit them and -that motives such as recti tude 

b 't t . E t f d d E' • II 5 pro 1 y e c. are 1n rac more -acales an r1ct10ns . The above v!Ould 

seem to help substantiate the fc:~ct that there is indeed a relationship 

between the two concepts of dor;matisTJ and alienation, as \'JaS in fact 

hypothesised. 

6 
Indeed as Adorno ~t ~~.' point out a feature of their authoritarian 

pel'sonality is a strong cynicism, component ~ closely associated \Vitli a 

distrust di~'1ension probaJ..,ly best eX8T:1plifiecl by the stateDent, th2.t TI10St 

people do not realize hOH nuch our lives 2.re controlled by plots hatched 

in secret places. Cyn:i.cisT:1, it vTilllateY' be 2.rguec:, is seen a.s a m2.jor 

conponent of alienation. 

7 
Lane posit,S as one of the T~ajor conponent:s '·thicf; :fO:0," a }.)c'lit:'c2.1 

21ienction syndrome the attitude that a person does not approve of the 

vlay decisions are rr.ade, the rules of the sane a.re unfair, loc.ded, 

----------------

4 
H.G. Gough, I'Studies cf Soc:i.2.1 Intolerance. I ~·or:e I'sycholo[,ico.l 

and Sociol02ico.l Core1ates of Anti-Semi tisml1, .'!ourn~l 0t. S~~ia~ 
PsycholoZY XXXIII (1951), pp. 237-246, 

5 
Ibid. , 

6 

1950 

7 
R, L2.r.e, Political Ideolof,1: Ne:,] Yor~~ ~ F'~'ec ;.'PCSG? 196~, ? }.52 
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illegi tir~:ate; the Constitution is in the same sense fpaudulent. This 

rejection of the existing poll tical structure as I unfah" ~ 10aG.ec1. lane' 

I illegitinate I seems to indicate mope them a reasoned 'apppaisal of the 

si tuation but an inflexible 1"<38pOnSe based on sane intolerant conception 

of what should actually te but is not, and of what papt a person should 

play, but sees hiltlself as being prevented from so doing. This in fact 

could be a situation where the alienated state is a response to S08e 

c1.ogma.tic~ rigid thinJdnG; or like aSSeSST:1ent of some situation. In associat-

ion \-lith the above, talking of the f'1asochistic chapacter of authorita.rians, 

8 
Fromm states that lithese people shmr a tendency to bali tt1e themselves 'ito 

make ther,mel ves Heak and not to n2.stel" things . Quite regularly these people 

shaH a. mapked depenc.ence on poweps outside of themse1 ves, OJ.' othel" people 

or' institutions, or natul"e"'. Acceptinr; that alienateC', people often -tend to 

i11ust2,te a sense of Heakness in the political spl1ep8, o::'ten feelins they 

cannot do anything to help chanGe matters, beli ttlinr; the system and their 

mm impotence Hithin it and thus convel"sely illustpate their ovm need. to 

play em effective pole in opo.ep not to be alien2,t8d, one can see fupther 

relevant COlr.mon bases betHeen alien2.tion and authopitarian personality 

causes a person to have a need fop son:e a.uthopity over hiT:'! to overcorr:e 

their Heakness, so possibly this is the S2JJe~ if not related., need that the 

alienated has in Ol"der to 8ive hirr:self a sense of belon~:ing a.nd cease to be 

a.lienated. If so, this further indicates some deepep underlying conTIon 

trend, as ea:elier posited. 

Though most of the aJ::10ve inferences ere only ir[1~)I)essionistic, neve1'-

theless they do seem to offer some s1.ll.stantiation to the thesis that there 

-------------_._---------------------

8 
E. FrOl!~n, EscclT)e froD FpeedoE1. He\,! York; Filrr2.r Z: Rinehart ,1941 

p.16 l i-
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is 2.n underlying relationship between c10Erf!atisn and alienation, thou[',h 

the degl~ee of this rela~cionship remains obviously uncertain. 

Intuition and ir.:pressions ho.'Tever, al~e not solely responsible for 

indicating that these tHO concepts may be related. Some furthe:e substan-

tiation for the above statements is to Iound in the specific literature. 

9 
Dean found that a positive relationship did ec{ist betVTeen alienation and 

authorital.'ianisn, as measured by the 'F' scale. Gunther noted that !fa 

degl.'ee of uogmatisD Has found to be a pOHerful predictor of political 

~ r-' •• If 10 • . personal-role <..;.er1nl t10ns, and that h1gh dogrnatlc persons tended to 

have a sense of 101-1 political efficacy. HcClosky and Schaar
ll 

associate 

"many VTithdogmatim1 ~ and hypothesize that anomy nay be the resu.l t of social 

forces or may be the result of cel.'tain personality traits. They concl\.lde 

that the inflexible person is r.Jore likely to be anomic than the flexible 

person. C . , 12 h 1" 1 '" f . . "k .unnl.np1Clf'l states t at tnose vTlO vil tnor'avl . l~om Soclety eJ.tiler 

----_._------------_._--------_._-_ .. __ .. - --_. __ ._-.-_.-.. _ ... _---
(\ 

...In. T)Po<ID., '1 /\lienc_tion: Its ~~e2Sl1.1")e~!le11t and. r·~eaniil£P ~ /lmerican 
Sociolof:ical RevieH XXVI (1961), pp. 753-758. 

10N. Gunthel~', IfPersonali ty and Personal Efficacy", papel' presented 
to the 1969 annual E!eeting of 1:he Canadian Political Science Association, 
June 1969, p. 51. 

11 
·H.I-1cClosky 2nd J. Sch2ar, "Psychologica.l Dimensions of Anomy", 

P,merican Sociological :Revim'" XXX (1965), pp. lL~-L~O 

12 
R. B. Cunninsham, An Apppoach to the Probler'1s of Develol)Tnent: 

AchievcrJent J Alien&tion -and D;rma.tisT"~-ar;on['; jc;rd-:'J.nfanTea:Che11;;:-·Unnublished 
Ph. Do dissertation, Dcpa.:ptr.~ntof -Go-v-e-;i1D~nt :-(JnivepsIt~;·"~~~--inc'i(3;12.; 
Sertcn~er 1907, p. ~2. 
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psychically or physically are more apt to see lssues in CJ. do£n~a.tic r'lanner" 

and finds a positive but Heak correlation betvTeen dogmatism and alienation. 

Struening and P,ich.srdson
13 

stated that alienation and authoritarianism ·were 

overlapping concep-::s 2nd found a co::'relZl.ticn of . ttl bet'"reen them. They also 

inferred that feelings of emotional and interpersonal distance and 

authoritarianism arc part of D. 11101'8 seneral aJ5en2.tion sJTIlC1"0TI18. 

All1he above evidence serves to indicate that dogmatism and alienation 

,·.rere related. 1:1 fact it cem be hypothe::;ized that someHhere wi thin these. 

tHO rr:ajor dimensions is a point Hhcre they c02.10[;c8 into a c1.0~"E!a.ti2.m-

a.lienation component. This Hould in essence be a point ,,·:11e1'e the relation-

ship is so close ~ so :Li.ne, that it is incH visible. This COJ:C essentially 

only become alienation or dogmatism v·Then it becomes ElaIlifest at a societal 

level in response to some sti;,mli fpore Hithin or Hi thout, and it iwuld only 

sbip is -seasurill)le. BOHever it is hoped that '-"1hen it is isolated (md rnea.-

sured that some su})stantiation is o~taj_ncd for the e}:istence or this inner 

component. 

If either of these b,lO levels of relationship can be defined, then 

the impol"t for the cor:1pre>cnsinn 0·::: bchc:_viour must be ctpP2_rent, 

of attempting to explain or' predict hehavioU1' in tel'r1S of one attitudinal 

motivant, He Vlill then be able in refer to nult:1. -rr;oti vants and thus hope~ 

.fully evince a higher degree of validity rrOT!1 the results, than has orten 

-----.----------- .---------.--------

13 
E. S"tl'ueninz and F. ::'.ic~~c:r(~.:oon, TIt-. FactoL' f..ne..lytic f'~-:I'lcn2ticn 

of the tl.Jj.enation, Anor.:y and Aut!loritaricmisn Doma.in!!, !~!ilel;~_c_~"2. 
S . 1 . 1 T) -' "v" (1 0c l:) 06 '"'9 ~ClC? oglea I·~VJ~~~ I,,·,,·, _;:;0" , Vi)' U -oj • 
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been the result in the past. 

HYPOTHESES 

The above theory ~las therefore responsible for the formulation of the 

initial hypothesis, that there is a positive relationship Dehleen dogma-

tisTn and alienation. 

that tbe nore educated a person, the higher his aGe and the rr:ore he is 

poli ticall::,: active, the mo:c'e consistent ,,:il1 ]::-,e his anm';er to the type of 

questions upon vThich this survey is based. Logically extending this argu-

rnent, it Hould be argued, for excnnple, that the responses of a Group, such 

as a body of students, Hill be less consistent, illustl'ate greater error 

variance and generally T!~anifa.st 101',er reliability than those of another 

group, such as politica.l 2ctivists. This in fact le2.ds to the second hypo-' 

thesis, thvt, as a relationship 'ilill be demonstl~ated betHeen dogrrlatisrn and 

alienation so the relationship of cl.ogrcatisEl and alienation will be higher 

in the case of the second group, the activists. 

As there is some evidence in 'file existing literature as a basis for' 

the 2.bove theol'y so there is also sw'Jstantiation for the remaining hypo-

theses under'lyinc this l'pf-:e2.::~c1;. n"'B"1
l5 

ro-'-·]·I ~" ... -" _" " pO.:5 '_I . -~ L"l.' 

sum of three su!)-c1:i.nensions Hhich he named pOHerlessness, normlessness and 

social isolation. lIe isolated various degrees' of re12,tionship behleen 

them) noting generally that the corpelations "lere above the .01 level of 

14-
P. Conve:cse ~ liThe l-l?.ture of Belief Systems in r'!2SS Publics", 

in D. Aptep, Lc'.eolofY and Disco~)"tent. HeH York; Glencoe Fl~ee pJ'ess, 1954-. 

15 
D. Dean, p. 753. 
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sie,nificance and therefore the subdimensions belongec~ to the ScUfl8 concept, 

though thepe appeared to be enough independence to v;a:C'l'ant tr'eatment as 

independent vari~)les. 
16 

Davids isolated five inte):'related attitude dis-

positions, e[,;o-centd.ci ty, distrust, pessimism, anxiety and resentment 

17 -
"'hieh he adjudged as cOElpi~isin8 an alienation syndrome. Seeman noted 

five major Hays in "'hlch alienation had been used in the literatures, 

il1dicating th.em .. as pO,rle1'"'less11ess, me2.ninglessr!ess 5 norr:11essness!) isola.tion 

The point to note here is not the profusion of 

meanings themselves, but that such prof'usion vms attributed to the one con'-

cept, alienation. As so many authors have found or posited that 2.1i:enation 

Has compl'lised of several subcliDensions, so i t see~s feasible to do 1ike-

Hise. So that, even though one has not ihe saDe definition of alienation 

as these othel'S" nevertheless it is hypothesized that 2_lienation here Hill 

also prove to be multidimensional. The qu_estion of the exae-t dinensions 

may only be resolved thr-ou::;h faetol") analysis ~ though it is predicted, r,i ven 

the fact that the ±terns used in this Y'eeearch have e.1reacly been usee!. else-

Hhel'e c~d the fact that pmle)}lessness has eontinu2.11y been isolated~ that 

one of the alien2.tion subdimensions in this resecl):'ch vlill prove to be 

this component. LikevTise fo:::, 'the sa1'1e reasons it is also posited that 

distrust~ cynicisn and social isolation Hill also result. It is not, ho1.V-

16 
A. Davids, 11 Alienation, Socia Appe!'cepticn and f,go Involvenentl' ~ 

JOUl'nl:'.J. of Consu}:.:ting Psy~hology > XIX (1965), pp. 21--27. 

17 1'0 ' P . fA] • ,... , • S· 1 • 1 n. Seecan, ;D tI1C _-.eanlng 0_· r\ __ 2.f3naTlOn" ~ H.n:erlcan L OClO_Op,2.Cc._ 
P.evie~·; XXIV (1959), pp. 783-791. See also A. lJea1- and S-.-Ret-ti6 > !iC)i1-:i:he 
EuJ_ti(ET,ensioi1Clli ty of Alien2.tion'!, !Jl1e!'_i_~':l~.§~ci~_10J;i~a1_ Rev~~\'l XYXII 
(1967), pp. 54-64. 
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ever, possible to state e}~2_ctly ,·,hich of these sub-c1.ipensions will be 

isolated, but, given the findings of past research, one can at least hypo-. 

thes"ize that alienation Hill prove to be multi -dinensional, its eXC'.ct COT'l-

ponents being amongst the above. 

E'rom this, and noting Deem's, Simmon' s18 and particularly Struerning 

and Richardson's findings ",here they infer from their results that their 

hro scales of al~enation and althori tarianism, measure diffex'ent aspects 

of a complex interrelated domain even though they share common elements, 

it is further postulated that alienation here will tend to promote the 

idea that it is composed of discrete clir:lensions. The latter half of 

Stl'uening and Richal,dson' s conclusion is particularly inportant for 

understanding the (component theory outlined earlier. 

Because alicnution was defined as it Vii3B an (1 its scale constructed 

. 1 '" 1 h' d'-' . . 19 I 11 f th 1 h' In c ose aSSOCJ.at1on VH t 1 t 1S erlnJ.tlon HOU. Q ur - e1' 1ypOt eSlze 

that within each sample overall, alienation vd.ll exhibit a high degl'ee of 

inte1'nal consistency vIi thin each dimension. As it Hill p1'ove to be multi-

dimensional so its subdimensions will illustrate high deg1'ees of internal 

consistency H1.thi11 t:.er::selves. 11:is latt("~· I'nE~tul(rte is made because r:Of~t 

of the alienrltion items used in ihis survey have been utilized before, have 

exhibited acceptaole degrees of internal consistency in these earlier 

scales and because in this research the definition of the concept vias close-

1y 

18 
J. L. Sir;mon, "Some Inte1'corrlations Amons Alienation !·1easUl'esH

• 

Social Forces XXXVIII (1956), pp. 370-372. 

19 
See Chapter II for the operationaJization of alienation and 

do[',-mat isn;. 
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associated throuf,hout its conception, "Ii th its ovm operationalisation. 

Follm'lins; the above concern vTith alienaion , it is possible to r.:aJ~e 

sh:dlEl.r predictions fal' dor;rJatisn, by Hay of intl'oduction to the concept. 

20 
B. Rokeach illustr-ates Fhat dir.:cnsions 2-re l'eferred to hy '''hat items 

. h' 21 .. In lS scale and also notes the lack of a conslstent unclei'lYlnf, 

ideolo~w, ie. he clairrs his scale is ideological-content free. It there-

fore seems lor:ical to note for hypothesis four that gogmatisr: ,·Jill prove 

to be I;~u.l ti-dimensionaJ, though this essentie,lly is saying very little. 

However the interesting point rer:1ains that one can not be sure ,·:hat Hill 

be the major tmderlyinG dimensions. Also sever;:'.l itens of the ROJ-::C2.ch 

scale may have lost their salience to certain sectors of society, no-ta~)ly 

evolve ,··;ill not be those as defined by Ro](ee,ch. The catezories Hill be 

broader to allovT for this loss of salience of cor.tain i tons. This ,-:ill 

in fact mean thot many i tens Hill return lOVI reliabili-ty fi2:ures so that 

hypothesis four may be adjucL[,ed as, dogmcti.srn ,;;ill provc to be r~ulti-· 

dimensional ",1hc·m tested ,'ii11 illustr.4_te lOVler internal consistency fit::ures 

tIlan alienation.' These najor cateGories Hhich do evolve ','Till still 

hopefully combine into a TileaSUY'e of doglnatisn and ,..;-ill also l'ebate to 

alienation. 

The question of Hhich dincnsions 1-6.11 1.18 :~ounc1 within c.oET;c.tisp r-e-

wains <.afficu.lt to resolve. HOHeVel', r;iven the fact that Rokea.ch il1u.s-

20 
H. Rokeach, The Open and. Closed ~·!ind. NeV! Yor-k; Basic Books ,1950 

21 
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tratns that t,w of his J:aj()}'_' (lh'cnsions are intolerance and ca,lthoritill~ia-

nis11 , it is postulatecl thc,t these Hill be hlO conponents 1';hic11 "Till be 

found. Because L10St of Rokeach' s l~er"aining dincnsions contain only a fev; 

i terns ~ Vlhereas the aJ)ove hlO do not and also becCluse it is postulated that 

this scale Hill exhibit a hiSh degree of redundancy, it is not practical 

to conclude t!12t cmy fupther' dinensiol1 ".rill 1:c cqui v2,lent to Ro!<each' s. 

This l~edundancy should affect the two above subdiTIensions by removins; only 

a fei'! items, though not in sufficient nur:1bers to rer.;ove the dinensions 

from the scale. Pi thin the rer')ainin~ catesories hOHever there seera common 

tl~ends, so that even noting possiblerec,undancy , it is possible to CODclu(l,e 

nainin8 related itens. There seem to JJE~ tYrO donine,nt therr.es once intole-

rance C'Jld authorit2rianislH are removed, and they &l~f', J.) a certain rigidity 

in vieHs and 2) a tendency tOvTard stubDOl~ness of opinions. It is con

ceivable because the ther'les are similar <mel because T'lany of the items Hill 

be redundant that they r:~ay actllCllly factor BB one clinension. So that it 

is postulated that dogmatism Hill factor into intoler·ance, authori tarianisr.l 

rigidity and/or stQbborness. 

PROBLElI RESTATElIEJIT 

Gi ven these hypothetical subdirc;ensions fOl' c1ogmatim:1 and Cynicism ~ 

PO'ilerlessness, Distrust and/or Isolation for alienation and [.ive the 

various iIT'pressions ohtained from the literature it is possible to hypo-

thesize relationships betHeen these dinen::>ions. In general it is positec 

that all the dinensions ,,!ill illustrate varying c1er;rees of relc1tionship 

inter-relatec. This is postulated'in cccordance vrith the f;~ain theses of 

this research ~ that there is an un()e~['lyinz rc12tion.3hip betv:een cIog-
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matism and alienation and in accordance also "lith i·,hat i'iOre general 

ir:1pressions obtained from the literature. Indicating relationships 

beti-leen all these subdimensions of the hlO majo:!:,' concepts should 

indicate the actual relationship betHeen dogrnatism and alienation. 

In part~cular, folloHing Gough, it is postulated that Intolerance 

i\lOuld be posi ti vely related to Cynicism and Distrust; follovifing Adorno 

it is posited thvt AuthOl~itarianism pould be stl"oD;:;ly related to Cynicism 

and Distrust an9- follmdng Fromm it is hypothesized that Authoritarianism 

vlOu~d be strongly related to Isolation and Pm'lerlessness. Ot!-ler dimen

sions sould illustrate varying relationships vIi th each other, but these 

above are indicated because, on the basis of the litera.ture they Here 

assessed as being the predominant relationships beti-leen Hhat could possible 

be the subdir'lensions of dogmatism and alienation. 

Should these above dimension e!r.er~e in ihis research, the above rela

tionships are those Tdhi.ch, in such a case, 'ilOuJd be hypothesized as 

existing. They Hill not be tested here as testable prope!.'ties because of 

the as yet indeterninate nature of \-That are likely to be major dinensions, 

though, should these factors energe as postulated, these c.bove relation

ships v.Jill be alluded to accordingly. 

:Before making some definitional remarks concerning the tHO concepts 

several cOrnr:lents on the literature of these concepts are necessary. First, 

little scholarly Hode exists relating the concepts as defined in this re

search and that ~.,hat research that h2_s been effected relating alienation 

and other attitudinal variables is predicated upon diffen~~i-,t cefiniticns, 

thOU~)l as l'ii'IG Twted, thel'e is sd J 1 801':e utility rOl' this l'esearch. Secondly 

vlhat li tel'ature that there is on alienation is primarily concel'ned ',d th the 

relationship beti-reen this v2.ric-cble 6,r,d. such factors as votinr;, political 
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participation and socio-economic characteristics. 

DOGr·1ATISl1: DEFIHITION 

110st of "ihat is knmm about dogmatism is the result of research done 

b · k h' 1 0 ' d .' d
22 

y Ih1ton Ro eac _ 1n T 1e pen ana Close. hln and this present reseal"ch 

oHes a weat deal to him, notably the definition of dogr::atism and the con-

cep11 with the natUY'e of belief systems. To Rokeach dogmatism raeans 

"i::! closed Hay of thinking ",-hich could be associated 
vii t11 any icJ.e010£y l"'eGarcU.ess of content, an author
i tal~ian outlook on life, em intolerance tovlal"d those 
Kith cDDosinF Lel:i.efs 2::ld a sufferoance of those vlith 

. . - - .' ,,23 slm1lar bellefs. 

DOED1atism then, fol" thisresear'ch, Pleans a network of closed belief/dis-

• • • • 2LJ· be11ef systens, 01" more eXp11CJ.tly the tendency to be closed T:llnded, 

not only on single issues but on net;'voJ"Ks of issues. 

Essentially Rokeach ',:a.s concerned vd th exatlining belief systems, the 

extent th&t a system is 'open' or" closed' and to do this he d~siVled a 

DognatisT:l Scale, Hhich alloHs hir:! to measure individual difference:'} in t~e 

opennc2.G of belief syster:ls. Fron the theory that vTaS the geneJ"ating force 

behind the sce.le, it also a110'l1S mY.! to measlIT'C genere'.:! . .Juthorit <:J"icm iGf' 

. 25 
2nd seneral intolerance. Roke2.ch argues that the 'F' scale used 

-----_._----_._--

22 

23 
11~:.Sl. ~ p. L~ 

2L~ 
Explained in the following pages. 

25 
"BecclUse of the Hay yle have defined open 2n(~. closec: in Ch0.ptcl' 

III, tl 1e [~c2_1e S~~Olll(~ 2.1so SC1-'ve to T'182SU1'e gcncl"'al 3u.tb.oritaric~nisD 
and r,enera1 into1ereTIce li

, Roke2ch, p. 72. 
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26 
by Adorno \'Tas specifically a measure of right authol"itarianism rather 

than of authoriatal"ianisfa in [,enere'll. I",. r.easun:! of general aut~1c:dtA.pi-

aniSl;I, he Gtipu.lated~ wust be free of ideoloeical content since it is 

found in people of very poli tic2.1 persuasion as \'Tell as in art critics, 

IIethodist and Freudians, He therefor'e formulates TtJhat he considers to be 

!ian ahistorical, contentless vlay of thinkinr; about 
intoleI'clnce, inc.epenl1.ent of t~1e Spt;ci.:eic El'OUjj 
discl'iminated against, equally applicable to dif
ferent persons of history and in all kinds of in 
tolel.'ance ;vithin a given pepioe. of histopy, :!27 

Thus, the dogrrtatism scale that is devised to measure individual differl.'mce 

along an open-closed con~inuu.m and also to neasure r,eneral authoritaria-

definition, the concept of dogmatisT'] utilised here d.iffers from that of 

, authori tarianisI'1' of !.dorno andfor that reason as T:lOst Hork pela·tinr: 

authm:-.itarianisI1 and alienation is based on the 'F' scale, it has only 

'1 '1' , 28 part1a ut1 1ty aere, As indicated, it is useful for providing some 

basis to theo:L'etical underpinnings of the rese2rch, though unfortunate].:! 

26T. H. Ado~no, et 2]..:." The Autr~s:~'it_c~Ti.~,:!?-_!~!:~onC:iHty, HeH Yo)~k; 
Harper, 1950. 

27 
1 .. 1. Rokea.c11, p. 16. 

28 
I do not pr'opose to 80 into the various T'lerits of the different 

approaches to 'authoritarianism'; the interested l'eacler is referred to 
Roke2ch, pp. 1-30, for med.ts, validity etc.; suffice to say I accept 
Rol~ec..ch IS ar[;uJT!ents on this issue. See also E.A. Shils "Authoritarian-
• R' 1 t ' I rot" • n C' • t' d." T' d (..1) O.L. 1 . 1SE1: 181 anG JeJ: .. , In £,",. DP1S·le, an· [" "-,cwo a, eL'.S, '-'LUCy lD 
the SCOD8 and Llethod of the Authoritarian Pen:;oD2.1i ty. Glencoe-, IiI:; 
Free Pr~ss, 1954; J. P ,-- Kirs~lrt-;;mc. R. C--:- Dillehay, Dif.1ensions of Author
itarianism: A r,eview of research and Theory. Lexington, KentuckY:--196i. 
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endeavours in this field Hill not be possible because of the differences 

in definitions upon which they c.re based. Even "There nominally the same 

concepts are used, vaT'i2tions in clefini tions negate direct corr.parions. 

The results and findings of other reseaT'ch~ 2.S indicated, are used hOH-

ever ''ihel'eVer possible to substantiate as Tnuch of this research as pos-

sible, though genel'ally, for one reason or another, their contribution 

is n~inimized. 

l-:hat in fact is T'leant by an 'open I or 'closed! mind? To a.nSHer this 

question, Rokeach defiiws the notion of a belief/disbelief system, The 

Ilbelief system is conceived to repl'esent all the 
beliefs, sets, e}~ectcm_cies (1.' hypotheses ~ conscious 
and unconscious that a person at a given tir::e accepts 
as true of the i'Iorld he liVes in, The disbelief sys·· 
tem is comprised of a set of subsystems rather than 
merely a sinele one ane1 contains all the (!is!)eliefs 
expectc'.Dcies, conscious and tmconscious that" to one 
d 1 '" egree 0)" ~~Otl-j(~T', a pel'SOL1 2.t a glven tu:e reJects 
as false." 

Therefore, a belief/disbelief systen repl"esents a pen:; on 's total fr2J;:3-

Hork for cOTf'pl"eh~nding the universe to the best of his dl1i1ity. 

Rokeach attributes three c,iT!1ensions to 2.11 belief systcn: 1) a belief-

disbelief din~cnsion; 2) a centra1-periphe:pa1 dir.:ension; and 3) a time-

. " • 30 . ., . perspectl ve GlmenSlon, The sur. of these thl'ee dl~enSJ_ons J.S the l:1lnc., 

and the c02position of the dinensions ceterJ-:lines vlhether it is open or 

')9 
~ Rokoach, p. 16. 

30 
See RokeC',ch} pp. 29-80 for a fu11e1' desc~.'iption of the concept. 
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close. Dogr:latisr.~ ~ am} authorit2rianism are synonynous vii th a closed· 1e-

lief system. Persons sco1"ing high on the scale are asserted to have a 

relatively closed systen and persons scoring low are assumed to have re-

lati vely open system. Thus, Rokeach I s \'101"]( provides: 1) an iui tial in-

dication of "That belief systems are ~ 2) an indication of the comple}:i ties 

of their composition; and 3) some basic conceptual tools to deal Hith these 

conplexi ties by proT'loting an analysis of ho\'! conponents of belief systems 

hang together. 

There exists in political science a vast voluee of lite1"a.ture on 

alien2.tion, thouzh thisgives no indication of the problems 1"aised by the 

concept. Though 2lienation has been -tt'ec?cted extensively by political 

scientists ~ psychologists ~ sociologists and ethers 5 there ren:ain sever2.1 

areas of concern. First on general issued, thepe is a rCr.1aPK",hIe lack 

of agl"eern.cnt on botl, the (~efinitions and usa.ges th2_t the concept has re-

cei vcd and this is manifest thx'oughout the literature. Another probl(~r:1 is 

that much of the Iiteratupe concerns itself with the relationship betNeel1 

alienation and various socio-econon~ic factors 2_nd V81"Y little attention lS 

devoted to the l'elationship J::.et~'-ieen this concept and other attitudinal 

variables. mlat atti tudinc_l relationships that are fOlLTld are also l'cally 

of mimJ,nal substantive iDpQj~'tance for this stt!dy, because tl1ey con-

centpated on the association betvrcen 2.1ienation and t112..t type of author-

i tarianisn Fl-::icL is best e;.:;eDplified by the Cv.lifornia T F I scale and Hhich 

is not congruent Hi th the definition of dogrnatisn, though as illustrated, 

it retaims some utility. 

ALIENATION: DEFINITIOIT 

Tl18 clefinjtion of alienaticll 'used j_TI this sttldy, thour;h not entill el:,T 

resolving past probler,!s, neverteeless endeavours to Dresent a format \·rhich 
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may be acceptable to most scholars in ihe futUl"e and thus avoid most of 

the polemic which hGS plagued the topic in the past. TC'.king as a depar-

tUL"e point most: early definitions, a definition of the COIlcept has been 

acceptable to all. The definition of 

alienation HClS obtaJned thloough a dual process. In the first instance the 

departure point \'las most early definitions~ in so far as the alienation 

literature Has analysed for a:C'eas of consensus. Indeed it is unfortunate 

that much tine has been spent arguinr:; the P.1erits of one definition of 

alienation over another and Ii ttle tiP.le has been spent noting the vast 

amounts of consensus H11ich do exist throue;hout. 

In the second stage four people 'tIere asked to cIralI up a list of 

chi:!.racteristics Hhich they consiclel"e(; that a person i'lho H2S alienated 

i'lOuld exhibit. The rationale for this approach v.T2S taken frOD the 

follovd.ng statencnt of P.okeach; 1l10D::£ before "te ,!icre dJ':ile to define the 

phenoE'ena of ideological dognatism explicitly i·e seemed clear the'!: it 

l"efer'l"e(~ to a DU!',J)Cr of thin2:stl31 Hhere he indicates that this type of 

intuitive approach has a ceFta.i.n degree of inherent validity in de-

lineating the concept in auestion. HOHever , intuition alone is not a 

sufficiently rigorous tool, so the resee.rch plooccec'.ed fron this point. 

The roUT' lists ',1ere then corA,pared i.;i th another dr2H up by the author, 

. f'" h' . 32 Hh1Ch Vias the result 0 an carller endeavour 111 t. 18 f).eld. 

---------_. __ .. _----

321 i'lOuld like to thank here p2rticularly K. Jones of the DC!,2.r-tment 
of Philosophy, S. Blackf',ore, Depal°tr.lcnt of Politic?.]. Sdcr~cc, DGt'" of 
Ed'~28tcr f!r,ivc!'sity: V. i:. Pe!,f;'2n 2nd !.~. I-IarsI! of the Department of 
Governr:Kmt, Uni ven;i t~,' of rsscx) Colchester, F's:::;c;~, Enslanc.. ~.:y list is 
the result of thc::thip(~. ycc;r S(!;~~.n<n.' in 'The PsychclofY of Politics' at 
the University of Esse;<, Colchestel", ::~sse}(, ?WJ;lan(~, \·,llt:P8 J c:.:.: ::--I1FL:1el' 

inc1ehtecl to th8 teac~iing8 of ?i70ressOIo .J. Thonas. 
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The five lists Here ·then broken do\offi into groupinss, ie. the iter'1s of the 

test Here ca.-tef,orized and classified Clccordinr),.y to i"hat they vlere 

percei ved or alluGinf, to. rivE.' r:~ajQi:' cc:rteLOl"ies evolve(~ \'ihid; Hert~ n2J~ed 

a.13 the follovrinr;: a perceived lack of pOHer in connmni ty affairs; a 

distrust of those \1ho hold po,,;er positions (any); deCI'ees of political 

cynicisr'l; social diso2.~ientation; and personal disorientation. The last 

Hhic;l '!ier'e extracted fI'om into a coherent a theory of alientation as was 

possible. 

, , L 33. 
TnOT<lpson ana IIor,ton pOlnt Olit 

I'political aliena.tion is I::OSt accurately l.lnderstood 
an an· emergent response to social structure in action, 
a reaction to perceived inability to influence or to 
control one's social destiny ll 

determined both situationa11y and psychologically, in Hhich an individual 

feels a perceived lack of pOTder in community affairs and distI'ust of 

those v7ho hold pOHC~r positions, as 'i'ie11 as exhibi tin£; a high degl~ee of 

. . . . 34 . ' 
polrl:lca1 cynlcl::,l:O 'lTi th some concomJ.tant sense of personal cmd social 

disorienta.tion. i-1ost treatrr.mrts of alienation alJude tc one of t:1ESE: 

It is 

hoped th2t this definition has both a greatel' utility, a11(l a greater 

33 Til. Thompson 2l1cl S. Eorton, !:Po1i-'clcal Alienation as a Force in 
Poli U.c21 tlc.tion", Social Forces XXXVIII (1%0), pp. 190-196. 

34 Defined in this research as the belief that the political syster:1 
operates without any va.1ue cmd that very little is to be sained froT". 
trust ins politicians Hho for the nost part are unprincipled and self
seeKlnf,. See R. AS'ber and E. Go1d.stein 'and S. Pearl, flC~micisF.: 
Eeasurer.lent and ~;eaningl!, Jom'na1 of Politics XXIII (1%1). 
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degree of pragmatic validity than has been exhibited by any other 

research in the field. The respective merits of SOT:1e concerns of 

political sd_ent:ists in this area vlere noted eax'li8i" in conjul1cthlfl 

,·rah the theoretical aspects of the research. This subsequent revieH 

alludes to those features of ihe literature Ylhich Here ad:iudged relevant 

for the definitional or similar aspects. It illustrates the various 

points of concensus Hhich exist ar10nr; ii'18 alienation studies, as well as 

those articles Hhich p.lay a substantive, clarifiea.tory role in aiding 

this consensus by removing some of the confusion and polemic from the 

subject. Prominent are those which Vier'e in accQj~dance Hith my theo:ry of 

c!.lienation. 

3 r' 
Hettler ~) in one of ihe earliest studies found that there 'das <; peed 

to separate three T'elated but non-identical ideaf?,Ylhich she r;au8ed from an 

examination of the historical usa.ge of the concept and they Here alien-

ation, anonie and personal disOl~ganisation. She further postulated that 

anonie Vias a societe_I condition of relati ve nO)~mlessness and that aliena--

tion ,'ias a psychological state of an indi victual. Aliena-t:ion to h81~ ;"Tas 

thel~efore a state v{here one HuS estranged fpom, made unfriendly tOKard 

society and 'lhe culture it supportec_. He::.'" research Has guided by the 

assumption that the alienated person lwuld resent the cor.mon cultural values 

of his society. Consequently, she selectec_ as a measure of alienation a 

I feeling of estrangement' (thus equating this feeling vIi th alienation). 

·Using a 17 itel7!, five point response scale Hettler thus attenpted to l<1e<1-

sure 'estranger.'ent frOgl society', as a means of me<1suring alienation. 

-----------

35 G\'iynn Hettler, 'I p, i:easul"'e' of l\lienationP
, t\ne::.~~an~ Sociolo[icCl_l 

RevieH XZII (1957), pp. 670-G77. 
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Later peseapch hOl'lever, tends to ShOl'~ that equating this concept "lith' alien·-

ation is far from sufficient as a t:!.'ue index, as it may n~erely measure 

one as£ect of alienCl.tion also -mat alienation is not only a psycholor;ical 

state but he.s situational (societal) detePToinants. 

De'an 36 follovling on t~lis \'lOpk of Hettler, isolated thpee variables 

",hich he thought contrived to create an alien2tion dinension, or rather, 

\-7hich 1n conjunction added up to I-Ihat he considered vms a reliable 1:l82.SUre 

of the concept. As noted eaplier, his vapictles ';lere pmleplessness, si1!1i-

lar to the lclarxist concept of division of la'bour; ncrmlessness, either lack 

of clear norms of conflict Vf!1.onr,; nOl'r'~s 2nd societal isolation, a percep-

tion of loosing effective contact \'1i th siLrnificcmt and supporting groups. 

He Has also concepnec! I'd th the relctionship betHeen these varie.bles 2nd SOJ;1e 

political and social 2spects of apathy, as Hell as relating all to '\larious 

socio-econoE1ic and deT~ographic indicators. Though sone of the correlations 

\'lere found to be statistically significant, the coefficients "Iere lmiformly 

10\'1 and vJere rejectec.. Dean hmIevep did 1'aise the question of Hhether 

alienation is in fact a generic tpai t, or must, in vieVl of his findings be 

considered a situationally-related vari2.ble. This lCl.tter postulate is 

particularly impol'tant in vie\'l of PlY definition of alienation, and receives 

a more explicit treatDent in a later study by 'the sane author. 37 

In this le.tel' aFticle Dean again utilises the three concepts that he 

36 PAl" , P l' , 1 1 1" C • 1 F "X"VITI D.Dean, . lenatlon ano. 0 ltlca \paL1Y, ,~,ocla __ orce~ ;",,- _ 
(1960), pp. 185-190. 

37D. Dean, II Alienation: Its r·!easurement and !!eaning", American 
Sociological Review XXVI (1961), pp, 753-758. 
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isolated in the initialvork. LikeHise constructing individual scales to 

measUi:'ed alienation. He was also particularly concerhed "dth the question 

Here c'!iscrete. 

Dean Has also concerned ,,6th the correlation behfeen alienation and 

its conponents and various factors such as social status, age and rural 

backf,round. Hmlever thoug};" he found thct his hypotheses "Tere sustained at 

statistically significant levels, the correlation coefficients Here a~2.in 

of such 1m; magnitude that it did not seem feasible to predict the <;legree 

of alienation from the score in any ofihe five social correlates measured, 

so he rejectec1 -the correlCltions. Powever since f~ach of the sub·-scales e;~-

hibited a norP'lal curve of score distribution, Hith scores along the entire 

range, this :hdicated to Dea.n th2t these components and scales are not 

merely artifacts. 1'13 therefore postulated th2.t one expJ.anatioD ncy be "e'het: 

c:l::Le1:ation is r::ot a persona.li ty trait but a situational one. It is plau-

sible th2.t an individual Dieht have high alienation-pO'.-lerlessne~3s Scores 

. . .. b . 1 •• 38 "lith reE,ard to po1ltlcal actlvlty ut a 10'.-1 one In regara to :eellglon, 

and Dean ultinately posits that Cllien2.tion nay not he 2 unitary pf:cmomenon 

but a _syndr0T:'!.~' . This conclusion appears in be a sound one. 

Significant research to'tTill"Q the syndrome -L+cesis has been Trade by 

. 39. , DavlCls in Ins atter.:pt to so._ve 

social apperception and ego-structure. Us:mg vJhat he terned as 

38 
For sor:le intercstinr. finclins on 'the hi -dir:ensionali ty of c.lien-

ation sec '? .• ~. C\!nni.r~).ar.:, Perce:p-t5ons of Society and Polity: Bi·-Di .. cn
sional Alienation in 'the t:iddie-"y:as-t~·rl{~~;;;o··:-DcpartDent·- 0[- Foli. t:i~(~a_i-.. --
S~~='~("!l)Ce) !:elrc~GtcTl l;IlivCl\sit~y, 19r:9 & 

A. D~vi~s, pp. 21-27 



'affect questionnair'e' he attenptecl to ppobe CCl'ta.in pcl'sonc;li ty 

dispositions, in that he contl'ived eic;ht scales of ten iterr.s apiece 

to r.:easur'e each of the follovinf, dispositions (one sCc'le peY' (lis-

position), socio-eccentl'icity, optimisrnn, tl'ust, ego-centricity, pes-

sinisDl, distl'ust, anxiety and pesentment. The first tlJree he tel'r::ec1. 

socially (~esirable, the remaindep are net:;ative or socially uncesir'a1:Jle, 

The iter.:s Her'e l'andomly n:inglcd in an eighty i ter:·· (l.lle::~tionnai.re, The 

statistic.::.l f.i.:1dinE.:s of highly si[')1iHcant intepcorrelation led Davids, 

as noted earlier, to the fopmulation of a sync.pome terPlcd I alienation I 

composed of five interrelE'.ted dispositions) egocentl':i.city, distl'ust, 

pessinism, anxiety and l'esentnent, Subjects I-Iho Hepe high in one ~ tended 

to be high in the othel' 2nd subjects Vill0 nanifested pclatively ler[}, 

aI:10unts of ego-centricity? (l~.stru.st, peSSllT:l.Sl'l, an>~iety and resentment 

\'lel'e considel'ec~ to be alienated. 

Hithin the gel1E~ral c1issensus on alienation, attempts to help clarify 

and expedite classification have not alv:ays heen too successful and have 

occasionally only succeeded in conpounding the pr.oblef'l, Seerr:an's is a 

, q·o 
case in pOlnt, Essen~cially his intention l'i'''.8 to i_1J.1..lst;:'E~te the p·'Ofll.siC1n 

of T.'E'Clnin;;s attc'Ccflec' to "the concept and ctten~pt to isolate SOT'!e ba.sic de-

finitions Hhich T:'e.y be e.ccepted by a.ll. 1:e therefore indicate( 5 r-'a.j or 

,'!C1ys in ,-:hich the tel'llS had and cities then aspm-leplessness, mecminr;-

lessness, nOl'nI'11cssness, isolation and self-estra.ngement, This approach 

in itself is most usefl~J. as this type of illustratory e;-:planation Has 

needed. EOHever Seer::an then proceec.ed to undo Hhat good ~':ork he had done 

\-.hen he atter:'pted to l'ec1efine these J'iaj or features, fop though he cites 

!~O 
Seeman, pp. 783-791. 
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other authors Hho have used 111e same terminology that he utilises and 

points out that theil" usage of the terms is different in substance and 

sorae cases in import, he still retains the original expr-ef3s:ions. He 

therefope conpol1r;cs the p:r-oJJ]en 0:[ c1efin:t-i:ion rather tban solves it, and 

this attempt at classification is fur'ther cor::plicated by the fact that 

though he redefinesthe concepts in terms of reward, value~ hehaviour 

and expectancy, his arguments in favour of these definitions are no more 

plausible than those of the authors he is attacking and in fact, his 

attributing Jllecminf,s of rel-lard ~ eXlJectancy and behaviour as he explains 

them to alienation, is to allocate motivation, either latent or manifest 
, -

to a state Hhere they nay never be presel't" slJbconsciously or otherv:ise. 

Probably one of -the better articles on tlle effects of alienation on 

. b . ., . d'd 41 votlng ehaV10UP]S tnat on HcIhll an P.l _ley. They postu10te thcrt 10H 

social position is likely to lead toanomie and political alienation ,vihich 

in turn affect political partj.cipation. Thus anonie and political a1ien-

a:tion aY'e posited as tl-.JO intervening vapiebles "lhich in the present 

instance a1:'e seen as interpretinr; the p1.oec1icted i:>ela·tionship betVleen social 

status) voting behaviour and attitudes on any rc,,18vant issue, ~o{hich for 

their resee.pch Has an issue of cetropoli tan covepnncnt. They further 

hypothesized th2.t controlling these tHO socio-psycholoeical factors should 

therefore reduce the proportion of variation in attitude and voting 

behaviour explained by soci2..l position. In fact they found that the 

effects of education and anonie and political Cllienatj.on in voting be-

hoviour and attitude in the specifj.c issue v':ere for the most part additive. 

41 
E. rc.DiD. and S. C. P..iclley, 1lStatus Clnd l\no:.:ie~ Political P.lien

atiGn and Poli tice.l Participation';, .!}.!':?0:j.:..~:.'::E_. ,JouY-:1al of ~ociolof;Y L,~~VIII 
(1962), pp 205-213. 
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Ecl.ucation~ anomie and political alienation ylel"8 found to contr'ibute 

addi ti vely to an unfavourable attitude ~ "7hich if ezp1"essec1 at the polls 

was likely to a !pl~otest! vote, Ol~ negative vote. I shall not he1"e go 

into all the ::=indings on alienation and IDli tical par·ticipation or on the 

1"elationship bety;een alienation and protest voting~ suffice to say the 

42 
nost findincs SUPP01"t the aJ)ove aontentions in one way or anotl~er. 

This 1"eseaI'ch though does have anotheI' I'elevance in so rar as it c.oes 

give SOlce indica.tion as -LU hoy! impoI'tant attitudes eay be in an analysis 

of behaviour', so that presumably reseaI'ch Hhich relates several atti tUG,es 

to behaviour Hill have an' even an even gI'eateI' utility than that ",hich 

merely rcakes use of a single cletcnnj,nant. A position vlhich hopefully 

Hill be the proj ection of t~,!e res(ll ts of t}~is reseaI'cb. 

At this point another pI'obler0 arises ~ \'ihich though avoided by the 

above authors ~ ho,s been troublin[; several scholars. 
11-3 

Ever since Sl~ole 

intl;oduced his concept of cmonie, theI'e has been confustion over the 

usage of this terr1, though ihis <Dnfusion only ster::s rI'On caI'elessness on 

l~2 
FoI' similar findings in the relationship betHeen Im'l socio-

econoeic status, a sense of political efficacy and alienation and paI'ti
cipation, see 'i'i. Thompson and T. EOl"ton, pp. 190-196; r:. Olsen,!1 Alien-
ation cmd Public Opinion", £'~!?lic_ Opini~?E __ ~~?!,..!er:.~ iGGX (1965), pp. 
200-212. A recent c1'i ticisn on the ! pI'otest! vote thene an 0, of its 
associa.tion yli tIl t~1eJr.eG of powerlessness, inefficacy and distI'ust ol"r'atheI' 
a modification of this idea) is found in J. AberlJiJ.ch, II Alienation and. 
Poli tical Beha.viouI'lI f,r~eI'ican Political Science Revinv-! LXIII (1969), 
pp. 8G-S~. ThollLJ J.n V:,L::I;I of 'ott; ('virlence:; Ahe-l~ac~~--c~ve!'plays his conclus 
ion. 

L~3 C' •• L. oI'ole, "Social Integration and CeFtaln Coro11al"leS", Arr.eI'ican 
Soc:tolo_0i~1.1 R~~e\'l. XXI (1956) 
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the part of the users. It has been variously referred to as , ., cnop.!la , 

its corr'ect usage; as al10mie, v.rhere it is epponeously equated Hi th 

DUl~khein' s concept of the same name; and as anomy, a political science 

'hybpic1' desif,ned to avoid confusj.on but v{hich is unable to counteract 

the basic errors of usar;e. Srole 's anomia is a geneJ:'al.ised pervasive 

sense of self·-to-others estrangement, or estrangenent from scciety and. 

as such is aidn _ to alienation but not equivalent ~ unless yotLerl~oneously 

define alien2t~on (~ J.o HettleI':> \·;11e:."e you cOf:pound both eprors. The~e is 

a definite relationship betHeen alienation and anoT'lia as research has 

8ho"<11 but to continue to. use them as synonymous is to lead this area of 

the discipiine further into error. The fault presuY.la1:Jly lies in the 

oriGinal coi.n age of the terT': (f,role' s) as it essentially is too clo8e 

to Durkheim' s [moDic, or relative nOrT'llessness, but even so there is 

little excuse for cOnlT':ittin[ the (lefini tional errors that havc been 

4Lf term. 

RBLEVANCE TO POLITICAL SCIEnCE 

If a rc12 .. tionsl:ip can be pr'o've11 bct\'leen tIle t'Ho corCC"0ts of al:!.en2.tion 

comd d0712.tisr;\ it Hould seen to h2ve a certain inherent validity for 

research in this 2:'::'CC1. 

In a feneral sense the fact that relationships could be iso12ted 1;0'-

tvmen attitudes hopefully Hould ,P::JOVilk :b'P0l~t2nt pointers for the unc1.er-

standing of JJehavioUl'. 1n1ile SOJ:!O l/olitical ~3c~Lentj.sts lw.ve been conttmt 

to a:ttc:!r1pt t:o explain specific behaviour :i.n terms of one specific 
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variable, it seems that greater utility vlOuId be obtc_ined by fiT)st 

Hould be e,ssessecl as related varicu')lcs and thus atteraptinr, to relate 

this first relationship to ;the specific behavioural 2spect under 

exc'.l"1:tnation. 

iiore specifically there is theoretical relevance here on tyro levels. 

Fir'stJ-y, this type of research hopefully IT:ay lead to the cleve10pT2ent of 

sorne theor'Y of the r'elationsbip bch!ee~l c~ttitudes. ThouS1: politic21 

scienGc is gradually building up boclies of kno\':le(~r;e in ce~.-,tain ar-eaB, 

one area in Hhich thel"e ~eems to be an evep l2q:;e gclp is in attituclin21 

researcb and the pccpt played by att:ttudes in explaining behaviour, tl10Ugh 

-this second CanCel"n relates to ny above contentior:. Continuall~T isclatinf', 

and measur'inr; individuc.1l varia"bles see_E~S determineo_ to (lefec:~t its mer\ eN2, 

tLnrelated attitucles. T1::e need must be to attempt to relate these 

attitudes to each 
L~5 

othel" in 2. ppocess ~',hich hope,fully l-:i2y culf.1inai.:e in a 

theory of attitudes and their) pelationships Hhich E~ay be utilised for' a 

fuller lmderstanding of that area of this discipline. 

At a 10\'iep -theoretical level, it is hoped to ShOH that by the jU.c1icious 

use of CO]Tlposite scales, one can eliscover underIyin2: attitude dimensions 

which single dirflension scales are tmable to tap "mel thus inclicate further 

4-5 
Fop a specific HOP)c relati_nG atti tunes anc. some aspect of Political 

Science see R. B. Cunninsham, An A:)ppoach to the Pr001eJ'] of Developr:;ent: 
Achieven~ent, Alienation and D-o[)n;-i:isr:1 ar:!ong jopc'anian 'lcaCl:el's. - -
l~~Pl11:J is! .~::(J ~~;-~D. d.isscl'taioil-~--D81~1;tr:-'(!nt of-Go-veiYlD~11t~--fn~1:L-2J1a University, 
1967. 
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underlying ):'elationships. If the use of a composite alienation scale 

llere helps contribute to tIle knoHledEe Vlh:tch is already accumulating 

on alienation and also helps relate it to dogmatism, thus its utility 

llere is doubly assm.'cc1., 80 that Hhere in tbe PCtst authors have spoken 

of alienation purely in terms of one dimension, such 28 cyncism, or 

distpust etc. then in the future hopefully research Hill be implemented 

in tm:T:lS of an a.lienation syndror:lc. 

Sin:ilarly for dOgJ'tatism it is hoped to illustra.te the maj or 

dililensions underlying this concept and then relate them to alienation 

as a test of the hypotheses upon i'ihich this research is hased, as an 

initial stop tOl'Tard the stages denoted above. 

It 11o.s been T'iy concern here then to outline the bc=;.sj c considcpc.t-· 

ions upon Hhich this research is based 5 as viell as delineating the 

pc.raceters of ny 0l'!D definitions 9 and hypotheses. Further> it is 

evident \'lhile Rokeach affords me a ready created measure of dor;matisiIl j 

a br>ief survey of the li tel"'ature on alienation hOi·:ever incicates little 

of substance in thc IneaSUreT~ent sphe1"e, so that FlY. m-il1 definition and its 

operationalisation, 1·;hj.ch Hill ~e outlined in the next Chapter, though 

obviously oHins: its genesis to this earlier literature, is essentiLllly 

a concept of alienation _sui.2en~rls_. }Io~"ever, it should be noted, given 

the ~anner through T;Jhich the definition of alienation vIaS achievec, that 

this corini tion is essentially an enpirical, not a theoretice,J. one. Inc.eed 

it seens evic~ent in this ar'ee. that there is 2.. probleT:1 of the operational-

isation of any theoretical c.efinition on a theoretic2.l level, essentially 

in this thesis any test of their relationship~cmc1 hence their existence 2.S 

inc'.epenclent concepts, rmst ~e su!>ject to el:~piricc,l criteria. A theoretical 

consideration is possibl.e but t!1e actual (]eten-:;ination of the e>::istence of 
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any of the concepts must be effectec. through er:'pirical cri teI'ia and 

hence to avoid the gc:.p bet\',een the theoI'e-tical and the cnpiI'ical, the 

definitions in this thesis are consideI'ed on me latteI' level. 
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RESEARCH ~jETnODS 

It is not intended here to go into the technique of social surveys in 

1 general, - but mer-ely to indicate the metho(~.s and re-i terate the hypothcses 

undeI'lyiu[,; this resr"arc11 in pClrticula.:i~, in l)oth its initial formation and. 

subsequent inplementa.tion. This chapter is therefore par'tly conce:ened 

Hi th an ana.lysis· of the p:"eDises upon ~'Thich ihis stU(ly is based, as Hell 

as the research T!'cthoc1s. 

'l'he concept of dognati3T'l essentia11y neees little c.dditional explana-

ti.on to Fhat l'le,S stateo. in the fiJ'st chapter, other th,1n to indicate that 

the ·definition follO\-:3 Rokeac.h' sand th2.t the scale used if' th5.s resc2,rch 

L~O itep-: I [I scale, 2. ,d.th cer-tain ouestions roephrased to suit Com--

4 
scale ",as c~e;-:,ived froo!.'! no one autr:ority in paroticulaT' and jn :fa.ct lS essen-

\:;ee in p2pticu12r C. Selltiz r·(· Jahoca et 2.1.) :'eSe2TCh !':et-I~G':"0 
ill SociLll r.e12t:~cn::~. PHi Yorl~; l:olt, Rineh().rt·TT.frnsten-:-i_~5'r.-c:- ;Cc.cl~stroT", 
an(~ G. Eirscl:, Stl:r'VC'V P~eseaJ~ch, C!1ic2.go, Illinois ~ ITort~1~TcS-:I"2;-'n L11:i'lcr~~:i_t~.r 
Press ,. 1963. II. EY1~a;1, Sllrve-;:iDesi~n and I'.nal'lsj_s, Glencoe) Illinois: !'re'2 

----~-----------~-.-

rrCS8 J0S5. 

3 
Sec AppCN!:b: I. 

I. 
'T 

Se e _'\ rTlen c.i :-~ 1. 
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tially inc1eDenden't of each versions of this concept, at least definition·' 

ially. 

':i.'he construction of ·the se2.1e to measure this concept and thus provide 

a n:eans :::'01' p:r.oving a relationship Vii th dozn:atisr:1, Hi th e. further step of 

defini tional developr.~ent. Previous research in this 2,rea viaS ('.nalysed and 

as E1any i tcr,~s as possible that had been utiJJ.seo. in any stuc1.ies of this 

con cent Here fopped into a list. Using the four major factors \'-Thich Here 

isolated earlier, any te:i:'i'iS ":8re picked r1'0111 the list which Hel'e taken as 

refel"riT'L to anyone of these four rectors and f'.'l~o\.J.!Je( into these sections. 

From the lists that then cOE·'ppiseG. these categories, oyestions ';-ie:r:>e elh:in-· 

ated v;hich 'Here gaur:ed as i-Jeins. rco.uncJ.cl.Dt O~: ';.Jere ren:eesented in Liore than 

one cCitesOl~y, so that finally 30 iteDs Here left" co;;;p:,,~isinf. these four 

sec.e of the items COUJ.CL r-t"fer to ntO!:e than 0:10 prou]). 

catp.[ories v:ere then rendo;nly distributed into the finaJ. version 0:1:' the 

scaJ.e, 1\'hich \'JaS used in the survey. 

SGH~.e. 

T\w points T;m,--~t be paised here. On the use c·r- conposite sC2.1e:::.; ~ 

cypositiOT:. 

5 

. COl1j)osites ape useful devices rop ol.,tainiTlf a 1:10:::'8 110.110-

genom; and ppecise neC1.SUPCJl\8nt of a varial'lc or for 01· .. 
ta.inin~ a t.c·ttcr clevier.:' fOl" ppedictinr; anO~(>8r varic'L':lle. 
EOi';ever, fOl"l'1inr; thew on an 2.d hoc basis (ie. Vii thout 
'e~t1,C'" ,'" tL, ~L' U1" "~~--'I-"'-=----:'~'''r ~.~ ,...,i,,1) '-... - -'!" . • L LeJ.- 0_ 1.e c. ove p po.-,,,",,, C ... ~,ct.'-'.! .. : .~d < , .... < .. (,., r~c:I . ..v \.C.' .. J-

Guise tile :;:·cJ.2 __ Uo'Cls~!i:> of SOf:le of the compopents Vii th 
outside variables or otten,rise clistOl~t the resuJ. ts.:: 5 

J. D. Abepho.c11, "}Uienc:tion and Politic21 Ser..0.vioup::, !'.eepican 



I ·thin~~ bm'/eYe.::', that my 2pPl'oach docs meet this contention of Poberbach' s 

though a lat81" argunent of his has mOl"e pOlier, Hh8l~e he says, in talking 

of other authors by Hay of exan~plc, 

l'the fundamental reason for c.efining a.liena.tion 
as a corrbinatlon of distrust and povmrlessness 
is the expectation t:t2.t the joint occurrence of 
the tl-ro attitudes produces a unique behavioural 
+c'~c'e'~c\r ~-1'1 ..1-.n' ·~C' c.1-'ou1.-' 1-r. eet •

r ...... ' 1~c.1'1t:\:1 -"'\-;-'l~'A '- 1" ',~l! _ cJ.! l!. L .Lo ' .• ' _u .. .'c ~,Lu.:.J~ .. L.c>,l GU J."-t~Lr.c' 6 
than, as in the case of these authors, assumed. r; 

The fact th2t the initial indication of alienat~.on Ha.S SOEie people I s 

obse:CV2.ticns, partially if not totally ~ of other's bebaviour, may [',0 part 

of the Hay in meeting this aod.itional cl,i ticism. EmJever , it is not cel'tain 

that the criticisE) itself has a gx>eat validity in so fax" as it is })Pobably 

or gpeater tl'uth to say th2t l1the joint OCCUI'rcnce or (the) hro attitudes;; 

!~~ nroduce n a unique behavioural tendency" ~ as this is Hhat HC are testing 

and to note that there is a (~erin~~~) expectation, as Aberbach does, is 

to reverse the usual procedure and 2rgue the result ber01"e the evidence. 

The same o.rguments hold for Rokeach' s scale, as for alienation. 

Probc:lJly a more relevant cl'i ticisE~ and one Hhich cC'.n be levelled 

equally at the dogrllatism scale as ivell as th2.t of ciillienc.tion, is that oE 

. 7... 
acqulescence response set. ?,Llncior"ly r'un.~·llnt': the 1 tc,!iS as ;;'!",:8 effeci:el! 

in thG c.licnation scale Goes help counteract this chc-<rE;e, though this 

proocedur-e Vias not operated in tCPT:lS of -the dogmatism scale, so th<lt it 

-----------------_._--

6 

Ibi_c!-.• , p. 89 

7 
See particularly J. P. Kirscht 2nd R. C. Dillehay, Dir::ensions of 

!t~!l~~i ~~~::!-~nis~i:: A n.e-vie\<l __ of~ P~~scarcl1 cln~_?~cl~~l. Lez;:ir1st-oT! ~"}cent-u;k);; 
1967, for a general roevie~v of this thcr.:G. 
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stands open to correction on -this issue. 
8 

ro~,:ever, Gunther states in his 

9 
assessment of the position Hhere he a.grees with Rore:c", 

I: it seer.1S sa.fe to conclude that even if these 
studies (of response bi2c) are interpreted 
unequivocally as s11m-linG tl'e effects of 
c,cquiesccnce, they shm·~ th2t effect to be s[12.11. 
Unfortunately the long list of studies Hhic~l 
here 1 c.emonstrc::ted 1 the existence of acquiescene 
on the basis of the dub:Lous interpr·et2.tion of 
sta.tistically significant corr'el2.tions of 
neel:igible practicc~l v21ue has created the illu-
sion that a.c;::qniescence is ,-;ir':'espread and of great 
importance." 

Questions of valic:i ty a.nd internal consistency \·;hich arise froD these 

tviO scales '.vill 1:,8 considered in ihe next two chapters, v;here the Ii-ope 

T:1ethoclological aspects of the study \·;ill be consic.ered~ as 1,rell as the 

initial analysis of the ~2sic consiC:e:::'atione of t~!is research. 

These considerations ape in fact divisible into distinct CEl.tcr.ories, 

those arieinz :i:'l"Or,1 the attituc1:tnal nc:tul"C of the research \>lhich are re-

peated hepe fm" clarity and those predicated on some E1ethoclolo[~icc.l consi·-

cleroations. In the firost instance, it vIas hypothesized tr..at: 

1) there is a '.positive l"elationship f.lchleen dogmatiGlT1 and 

alienation. 

2) the relationship of dogmatisr;1 viith al:l:enc.tion. Hill be 

strooncer inthe case of ihe City Council sa;-:mle. 

8l]. Gunther, Personality and ~~litic~_~Jfi~~c~. Paper pr~se~ted 
to the lS69 annual meeting of Canu.GlaD Polltlcal :::iClence ASSOclat~on, 
,June 4th,19C9. 

0, 
'L. G. Rorel', I'The Gl"eat ~e2Donsc - Style I'-;ythsll, ~~y.c:.:h:..<?l?Fi£.al 

Bulletin Vol. LXIII (1965), pp. 129-156. 
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Secondly it is hypothesised that: 

3) Alienation Hill prove to be multidinensional and 

"Jill consist of discrete dimensions . 

4) Dop;matism likecdse Hill prove to be lTtul ticliRerisional and 

Hill consist of eLiscrete dinensions. 

Finally, as a result of the above, it is a.dvanced that it is possible 

to discover relationships Hithin belief systens. 

As a means of testing the C'_bove hypotheses and the propositions 

alluded to throur;hout, it ".7as decided to test this research on tHO 

vTidely di vereent groups, in the hope t:-lat the salTte result obtained 

fron~ tHO different 8c_I!mles 1"lOuld 1e more COT}clusi ve than results obtained 

from one. 
10 

Accordinr;ly a random sample of 110 pe1"80nS Has cira,-m froPl 

the 711 s-tuGents studying la 6 ! In"croduction to Political Science I COUI'se 

.' O· 1 -F' 11 , at lkljaster Dni versi ty, harnl ton, ntarl_O ~ as t ,e _lrst p;rou]). Tne secorid 

group chosen \-12S the 21 cOiiIbined JDeT:lDerS of the j--1amiHon City Council, 

H111.ch included the tlayor, Board of Control, and 21del~men. 

The fil~st scale administered Has the dogrr.atis1!l scale) \-ihich a.lso had 

10 
See Ii. Blalock, Social Statistics, ?·!m·! York; r1cGrm·, fIill, 1~60 

for the varieus t8clUlimles R1.:JJ3tli"!8l; unt~e-:o:' t'1is tern. The T"ethoc_ used 
here \'laS that of ; systematic I randorrl s2r::pling. 

11 
This group Has chosen eXl'lressly for ease of access, and because 

the Council vwuIcl provide a [';ood contrast Hi th it. 
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appended to it six questions conccrninr, v<.1.1'ious soc:io-econonic f2.etors for 

use in later research. This scale '-laS given to the 110 students by their 

tutorial leaders in their sel~1inars ~ to be returned to me independently and 

anonynously in pre-addressed. enveloped through the UniVersi ty l~lG.il. 11;e 

City Council I'8cei vea exactly the saT:!e questionnaj.re through the Tf'Clil, to 

be retl.ll"ned ina st-amped addressed envelope ,-:hich Has provided. Both 

samples ,;,e1"e to be allmwd a mClxiT'1uf:1 of C Heeks within \-1hi.cll to cor'!;)lete 

tIle Gll0St ionnaiI1e. At the end of this period., the alienation questionnaj.re 

VlaS sent to the sane orizinal sClmple, usil'.g exactly the same Tf.et!~oc: of C!.IS-

trillution. This second scale also contained in the instructions a:t the 

bccinni.ng SO;',18 l'er.:inc1crs aLout the first <luestionna.ire ained at tllose Hho 

hacl not: 'ret CON!:J.ctec. it and respondents v:ere given a furt'hCl' Eonth in Khieh 

to return PC 1.'ot11 Ciucstionnc.ires. 

E'la.tci: .;::ae:1 other on return. H01:iever by the time thCl't 'the later month llild 

elapsed only 51{ of .the student sample cmcl 10 of the Council saRple had 

returned cOf:1pleted sets of (]u.estiorm2.iP8s. 

, . 
GlsafTi'C:8 -, 

I:~en~c Ol' agreement with e2cb i teE1 on a scale ra.nging from +3 to --3. "d.th the 

o point cxcluded to ensm:'c that definite respm\Ges Here foPthcor~~ing, v;i thin 

the scale. The scales 'tIere subsequently converted-':'fop scoring purposes to 

a l-to-7 8ea~8 hy 2(;,6ing a constant of fOUl:' to e2e;', ite!:" score ~ except for 

the socia-economic qucstion ~ 'tIhich are ignored fortlmi th. The total scopes 

on both scales arc the sum of sc ores oi)tainecl on all items in the test ~and 

persons sc.orin~ hi[,h on both sCe,les CI.re assumed to be dO['lTIatic and aliena." 

tec, l"especti vely. SODe i te~s in the 8,lienation ouestionnal'e hac:. thei:::· scores 
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It is probably necessary to justify some of the assumptions which 

are latent in the above research design. Firstly) it vras decided to 

contact the students through their tutorial leaders and not mail the 

questionnaire because primarily it was considered easier and it Has 

also assumed that these instructions Hould be able to elicit more response 

than a merely impersonal letter. The fact that the dogmatism questionnaire 

had a response rate of 77. '1% is sufficient justification for this. Un·-

fm'ltunatelyhOl'lever) the alienation scale coincided Hith the end of 

seminars, first year exams and a general disinterest among both sides, 

so that concerted efforts by this author were Ullable to increase response 

rate an alienation and it slumped drastically) though still retaining 

parity overall with the returns of the Council, Hho were contacted 

entirely- tf!l:,ough the mail seX'vice. Secondly, the survey Has distributed 

in tHO main sections, and not one; because again it Vias assumed that 

people Hould be less likely to answer one questionnaire of 76 items than 

D'iO of '+6 and 30 respectively) and spaced Hell apart. The success of 

this assumption however) has not been demonstrated. 

Thirdly the question of 'forced' responses may be contentious for SOI~ 131 

12 See Appendix I. 

13 See H.J. Ehrlich, IIInstrument Error and the Study of Prejudice ll ) 

Social Forces XL (1964) p. 205. Vlhere, talking of forced choice items 
in self-administrered questionnaires) he notes that, lIunder such conditions 
respondents may \-1ell chose to lie, to be evasive, or to anSl3'er randomly or 
in a careless or offhand manner. II Though,as all of my respond.ents \-1ho 
Here used in the final data analysis completed every item and there is 
no missing data, the criticism may be minimised. Is it not feasible to 
assume that if respondents concern themselves Hi th complet~ng every item 
that they also are concerned with the quality and validity of their 
responses? 
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though arguments may be mustered for the type of 'closed ended' 

item utilised here. In particular it must be noted that this tupe 

of question does not really 'force' responses, it is merely intended to 

elicit comment on an item associated Hith an underlying attitude, so in 

effect vlhat is essentially does is to tap a response Hhich is present 

but "'hich needs stimulating. It does not fOI'ce a particular response 

but merely aids the stimulation of "hat is present in the attitude and 

Vlhich guides any reply in this sphere. 

The data thus obtained in this research Has subjected to both Factor 

and Scalogram Analysis as tests of the various hypothesis posited. The 

results are indicated in subsequent chapters. 



III 

FACTOR ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

The fact that factor analysis l is essentially concerned with 

defining patterns of relationship or clusters of relationship within any 

given body of dtita, therefore obviates the necessity of justifying its 

utilisation in the research. 

However some explanation should be offered for its use in this 

thesis. As indicated in Chapter I and II, it is hoped to prove a relation-

ship between dogmatism and alienation by indicating relationships betvleen 

their components. As fac-tor analysis in the case of rotated fact<;>l"s 

indicates the ITKJst distinct clusters of relationships within any set of 

data, hopefully it 'dill illustrate vlhat are the most distinct clusters 

of relationships in the data utilised here and the correlations beb-reen 

these clusters should then give the underlying patterns of association. 

As dogmatism and alienation are being dealt with in this research, perfect 

results \-rould be the defining of the data into several distinct sub-dimensions 

which could then be categorized under the major headings of either 

dogmatism or alienation. The resultant correlations betVleen these 

sub-dimensions would then illustrate Vlhether a relationship exists betvleen 

the D"O major concepts. The above features should give adequate substant-

1 forthe specification of this term, see R. J. Rumrrel, "understanding 
factor Analysis", Journal of Conflict resolution Vol XI, No.- 4 (1969) 
pp. 44L~-480. A more mathematical and statistical description may be; 
obtained from H. Harman, NodeI'll factor Analysis, Chicago; University 
of Chicago Press, 1965. -

_ ':H\ 
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ia.tion as to Hhethel' the major hupotheses of this research are proved 

or not. It is hoped therefore that factor analysis Hill provide several 

interrelated dogmatism and alienation factors or sub-dimensions, Hhich should 

then be sufficient to indica_te the substance of the basic premises upon 

\'lhich this thesis is predicated. 

ANALYSIS 

Ini tially an interval level of measurement Has assumed throughout. 

The factorial study Vias undertaken in two steps and on each sampl.e separately. 

In the first step the bodies _ of data derived from each sample Here 

analysed according to the specifications of an orthogonal rotation2 factor' 

analysis program. Subsequent to this, the resultant factor loadi.ngs Here 

then introduced into an oblique 
3 

rotation -factor analysis program, as the 

ul timate s-tep in testing my earlier hypotheses. 

Responses to the 70 items on the questionnaire Here initially 

L~ 
correl.ated to form a 70 x 70 product-moment correlation matrix for each 

sample. HOHever, an inbuil t lirni tation of the orthogonal rotation 

5 program of only alloi-ling a maximum of 60 items to be handled at a time 

2 see 1 

3 see 1 

4 Program used Has the Bl-lD 02D correlation program, adaptation for 
the CDC 6400. For details and operation of program see W. Dixon 
(ed.), Biomedical Computer Programms. Berkeley; University of 
California Press, 1967;j?4g:--See Appendices II & III for 
intercorrelation matrices, 

5. Program used Has BMD 03N factor analysis program,adapted for the 
CDC 6400, For details and opel'atioD of program see Dixon -.9J2_,_cit~, 
p,l69. 
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caused the deletion from this research of those 10 items with the 10l'lest 

mean intercorrelations so that the factor analysis \yas performed on this 

. •• rob 6 remalnlng nu er. In the student sample this resulted in ten unrotated 

factors wi th per cent of total variance varying from 23.88 in the case 

of the first factOJ:.', to 6.7% in the case of the tenth. However as it Has 

decided beforehand that any factm' exhibiting less than 8% of the variation 

would be dropped from l~tation. This was not in fact a purely arbitrary 

decision as it was decided that as such. factors contrihut so little to 

the total variation there is a high probability that they are there 

incidentally and are not significant independent factors. Indeed, as 

in the final three factol's only tHO i terns per factor had a loading of over 

.30 and were in fact almost identical in loading to other loadings within 

other factors the role of coincidence becomes more feasible. So that after 

the principal unrotated factOl's were examined, in the case of the student 

sample, seven were retained for orthogonal rotation. 

For the City Council sample, the unl~tated factors, illustrated 

similal' findings Hi th per cent of total variance ranging from 23.57 to 

3.30, though only 9 principal component factors were extracted by the 

computer. 

To keep parity vii th the student population it was also decided to retain 

seven factors for orthogonal rotation. Within the retained factors such 

low range within the distribution and such relatively 101-1 variance 

percentages accounted, for, throughout both samples, Hould tend to indicate 

that one has not isolated several discrete, and possibly interrelated dimensions, 

6. H. Harman, p.382 



and further evidence for this will be advanced as the research proceeds. 

Having therefore successfully defined the most general pattern of relation-

ships in the data the task at hand then became to delineate vlhat vlOuld be 

the most distinct clusters of relationships, as a means of probing the 

relationship bet\<leen dogmatism and alienation. Indeed only by noting these 

clusters and the relationships that are exhibited bet\<leen them can one 

ultimately define or examine the hypqthesized relationship betHeen the tHO 

major concepts. These clusters are only observable through totation, so 

that for both samples, the remaining seven factors Here related to 

orthogonal simple structure. 

This subsequent rotation resulted in lower variance figures for the 

student sample from a high of 18% to a 10\-1 of 5% and alightly higher ones, 

at the tope of the range, for the Council sample from a high of 19% to a 10\<1 

of '1% 

In the case of the former san~le these QDiformly 10H figures 

also tend to support the contention that several discrete dimensions have not 

been isolated, though the fact that items Hhich load highly on one dimension 

do not load highly on others, could be considered as evidence for discrete 

dimensions. Further evidence for discreteness could be indicated by the 

fact that, in general, correlations among items Hithin groups are higher 

than correlations betHeen items of different groups. 7 HOHever given that 

the correlations wi thin groups ai'e 1generally only moderate (see Tables la 

and lb) and given the 10H amount of variance explained by each factor, Hhere 

variance is essentially a summary of the factor loadings, it Hould seem 

that the evidence for disc~eteness is not provided. So that one cannot 

conclude on the basis of the above evidence that discrete dimensions have 

been isolated here. 

---_._-----------

7. See R.B. Cunningham, IIBi-Dimensional Alienation in Hiddle-East", p.2 
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FACTORS 

To define the facto1.'s only items with a loading. of .30 or greater 

were utilised (see table IIa and Table IIb). Hi thin the student sample 

the folloHing factors thus resulted. Factor I, is composed of a syndrome 

of. traits reflecting aspects of an incH vidual's perception of his polity, and 

his mm position wi thin it. It reflects a respondents general opinion 

about the political system and polf ticians and his mm distrust, almost sus

picion, of people in pOHer positions. For these reasons this factor is seen 

as a strong component of alienation and is named .<:,Y-cnicism: Factor II 

exhibi ts a very strong dogmatism component and is saturated with items [--rom 

Rokeach's scale, notably those Vlhich demonstrate that type of insecure 

feeling Vlhich had an underlying authority need. There is a strong air of 

insecurity manifest in these items which reflects itself in a respondent's 

inclination to a belief in strong ruling figures-leaders and parents 

notably. This factor can be termed deference. Factor III also contains 

a major proportion of items from Rokeach's scale but those which reflect 

general intolerance and a belief in one's own cause above all others, and 

was named intolerance. Factor IV exhibits a respondent's concern for 

powep and status, concomitant with a strong dogmatic component and 

rejection of views not in accord with a pespondent's own. This factor Has 

in fact named pmver-esteem. Factor V Has compost!d of a series of items 

reflecting what would be a person's total insecurity; it manifests a sense 

of personal poweplessness, distrust of other people and a general pepvasive 

social and personal disopientation. From these features, it was decided 

. to name this factop Eowerlessness, where this concept is assumed to mean 

a sense of impotence in the individual's role in the rwming of the society, 

a perceived lack of power in community affairs. Factor VI is comprised 

primarily of items from the dogmatism scale and appears to reflect a rigid 

belief in the correctness of one's'own beliefs and action. It essentially 
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seems to manifest tha"t type of attitude Hhich holds self-sufficiency and 

personally enforced independance as uppermost and is thus terms obduracy. 

Factor VII contains a strong alienation component, in so far as it is 

concerned with a respondent I s lack of belief in his won ability, which 

itself reflects a feeling that the \vorld is hostile ~ not to say aggressive, 

and thHarting to the indi vidual's will. This factor like factor V to 

Hhich it appears similar, also iJ.lustrates pm-/erlessness but more 

especially insecurity and for this reason Has termed !-.EsecllX'i t.v.... A 

noticeable feature Hithin these factors was the fact that within no one 

factor was there a pure distribution of either dogmatism or alienation 

items. Occasional items from one of the scales always appeared Hithin 

a factor dominated by the other. 

Factor I within the Council sample is composed primariJ.y of those 

items from Rokeach's scale which are concerned Hith the propriety a.nd 

correc"tness of one's OHn beliefs. As a general dimension it reflects 

a certain overall similarity to Factor III of the Student eampJ.e, but it 

loads hIghly on different items. Hore particularly it contains a strong 

cynicism component from the alienation items, 1)owever the factor \vas 

ul timately named intolerance. Factor II loads highly on those items Hhich 

are Hidespread in Factor I of the Students sample and Y'eflects much the 

same traits and vias termed cynicism. It is worth noting here however, 

that some of the items Hhich comprised the cynicism component in Factor 

I of the students still remain in Factor I in the Council sample but are 

there dominated by dogmatism items. Factor III refl.ects those dogmatism 

i terns which one vlOuld consider to be concerned with irrationaJ.i ty. It 

illustrates that type of attitudinal syndrome which manifests itself in 

the unreasonable rejection of arguments opposed to on'e OHn creed, as well 

as pO'Ptraying a deep belief in the sagacity and correctness of the actions 
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and H0rds of those people considered superiors. For these reasons it I'las 

named pm"er-esteem. Facto!' IV was named insecurity as it portrays a 

general feeling of apprehension concerning one's lot in society based 

primarily on suspicion of other people and of their motives. Factor V 

resembles Factor III wi thin the student sample and both factors have a 

high proportion of common i terns. Here there is a strong belief in 

leaders~ implying a reversed altruism in so far as there is a noticeably 

present feeling of the correctness of the sublimation of self Hi thin the 

serving of these leaders and of right causes. An au-thori ty need is 

dominant, so that this factor, like Factor II of the earlier sample Has 

termed deference. Factor VI concerned a strong feature of personal 

disorientation and of pO~lerlessness and Has in fact termed pO'derlessness. 

Factor VII was vleighted strongly with those dogmatism items indicating a 

desire to be independent, based on some feelings of personal insecurity, 

and a concern to obtain meaning to life and was in fact named insecurity. 

This fact must be assimilated, that ac[!'oss the samples Hhen factors have 

the aame titles they are so because of the attitudinal direction of the 

factor and not because they load on the same i terns, vlhich indeed is 

generally not the case. Another point to be borne in mind here is one 

indicated earlier, that two samples are used in this research only in the 

hope that their respective results Hill substantiate each other. This 

is to note that the samples are not to be directly compared to each other, 

that this research may be viewed as two surveys in one, \'Those results 

hopefully Hill substantiate each other, insofar as similar results from 

both samples could be taken as evidence for both the validity and 

conclusi veness of the findings. The finding of similar dimenslons and 

sirnilar betvTeen the~e dimensions, in both salllples, 

vlill be taken as indicators of the validity of these dimensions and as 

evidence for the conclusiveness of these finding. In this sense there 



will be samples substantiate each other. 

As a result of the defining of these factors vli thin both samples 

one immediate problem has to be considered, if the above is not to be 

considered a severe linguistic tangle. Primarily this is the simple 

b - 8 pro lem of-nomenclature. Within both samples the factor analyses yielded 

surprisingly different results, in so far as Hithin only a fevl factol"s 

was there ground for common defini tion across the samples as in only a 

fm'l instances, noted during the defining of the factors, did factors 

wi thin both samp~Les yield the same items, and for the most part there l'las 

little items by item similarity from factor to factor, from sample to 

sample. HOI'lever, though this Has the case several factors still exhibited 

what could only be considered similar, if not identical, dimensions to others 

in the other sample, so that overall similarity I·las the point to note. 

This in fact meant that certain factors I'd. thin both samples have identical 

names but they al'e not to be considered identical factors in terms of their 

items but only in terms of their attitude direction. It must be noted 

here that these factors ape actually subdimensions of the major categories, 

dogmatism and alienation and that the combination of these constituent 

parts comprises the respective major categories. This is to say that 

these sub-dimensions are the constituent dimensions of the concepts upon 

which this research is based. 'Deference', 'Intolerance' ,. ·'PoHer-Esteem' 

and 'Obduracy' are the basic components of dogmatism which in combination 

comprise ihe the measure of this concept. Likm'lise' Cynicism', 'InsecUl~i ty' 

and 'Povlerlessness' comprise the components of alienation and also in 

·combination from the measure of this concept. In this research then the 

major hypotheses emanating from the underlying theory will be tested by 

indicating the degrees and strengths of any relationships betHeen these 

constituent dimensions across the U'1O major, concepts as from these results 

8 See R. Rurmnel, pp 470-177 on the naming of factors 
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the degree and strength of any relationship beUleen dogmatism and 

alienation Hill hopefully become apparent. 

From the factor loadings illustrated earlier and from the fact 

that correlations among items wi thin groups Here higher than those among 

items between groups, it Has posited that there Has a possibility that 

the dimensions isolated he1'e Here discrete. Hmvever, given the low 

percent variance explained by the factors and the fact that some items 

did have several high loadings on several factors and that some 

correlations betHeen items in different groups Here occasionally as high 

as those within groups, the discreteness of the di.mensions Has unproven 

and there seems indeed a possibility that they are not in fact discrete. 

It therefore becomes of prime importance to determine Hhether the 

factors are truly ol'thogonal, i. e. uncorrelated, or oblique, :i.. e. 

correlated, as this essentially is the basis of this research. Indeed, 

one can only really prove orthogonality once obli.quity has been tested 

9 
and subsequently not proven, as only in this manner can the factors be 

found to be truly orthogonal or w1related. "If the clusters of relation-

ships are in fact uncorrelated, then oblique rotation "Till result in 

orthogonal factors. Therefore the difference betHeen orthogonal and 

oblique rotation is not in discriminating uncorrelated on correlated 

factors but in determining Hhether this distinction is empirical or 

10 
imposed on the da:ta by model." The point then became to submit the 

data to oblique rotation 

------------------------.-----------------------------------------------

9. See D.S. Cartwright, "A t!jisapplication of Factor Analysis", 
p.merica!1 Soc~ol~gical ~evi_ew XXX (April 1965), pp. 249--251 

10. R. Rummel, p. 476 
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RESULTS FINDINGS 

h ' 11 d " 'b 1 T 1S resul te 1n varylng correlatlons etvleen t 1e seven factors 

of each sample, ranging from a high of .3826 to a low of .0064 in the 

student sample (Tables IV and V commencing on page ) and from a high of 

.3859 to a low of .0092 in the case of the Council sample. 

, ~li thin the student sample, this indicated that Hi thin the 

alienation items, cynicism is Heakly positively related to power~e~sness 

and inversely negligibly related to insecurity, and that .l2ovie~le~sness 

is itself moderately positively related to insec::.urity. 

Hi thin the Council sample the same lovi correlations Here apparent 

Hithin the factors though there were some variations in co'vrelations 

compared to the student results (see TableV). Again ini tial.ly concentrating 

on the alienation items, .s::nicism, Has found to have negli.gible inverse 

correlations Hi th insecuri.ty, and .E.cMerlessness. Pm·/erlessness was itself 

found to have a Vleak posi ti ve correlation vii th in~ecu~i ty. In the case 

of the Council then, the found correlations wi thin the alienation factors 

were extremely weak, ne81igible in most cases, and must question the 

obliquity of these factors. 

Although the correlation perceived Hi thin the alienation items 

Hithin the student sample ranged from moderate to negligible, they Here 

still generally higher than those found within the dogmatism items. 

Here deference ~ ... as found to correlate Heakly with intolerance and negligibly 

wi th pO\'ler-esteem and 'vi th obduracy. Intolerence itself correlated also 

v[eakly vii th pOvler-esteem and negligibly with obduracy, The latter itself 

had a Heak inverse correlation Hi th pO\'ler-esteem. 

Hi thin the Council as regards the dogmatism items, intolerance Has 

found to have a negligible correlation Hi th pOHer-esteem but a weak 

11 Program used Has J. B. Carroll, Program for Generalized Analytic:. 
Rotation Solution in Factor Analysis. 



TABLE III 

F' ACT 0 R. S CYNICISH DEFEHENCE 

CYNICISM 1.08 

DEF'EI:W~NCE 0.06 1.00 

INTOLERANCE 0.12 0.12 

PO'vJER--ESTEEIvJ: 0.35 0.06 

POlrlEHLESSNESS 0.18 0.04 

OBDURACY 0.15 0.08 

IHSECURITY -0.01 0.04 

CO&"'1.ELATIONS BETlrIFtEN FACTORS: STUDENT SAt1PLE 

INTOLERAHCE P01jv'ER-ESTEEM POVJERLESSNESS 

1.00 

0.20 1.00 

0.28 0.38 1.00 

0.04 -0.15 0.073 

0.01 O.OtS O. 2l~ 

OBDURACY 

1.00 

0.08 

INSECURITY 

1.00 

-...J 
I--' 



TABLE IV CORRELATIONS BET1i\i'EEN Tl-lE FACTOR: 

F ACT 0 R S INTOLEli'.ANCE CYl\lICI SJI1 POvv'ER~ESTEDr INSECURITY 

INTOLERANCE l.00 

CYNICISM 0.17 l.00 

povmR--ESTEEt"1 0.06 ~0.02 l.00 

INSECUIUTY -0.05 -0.01 -0.06 l.00· 

DEFI<~~l;NCE 0.29 0.40 0.11. -0.29 

P01.rJEIU,ES,SrITESS 0.08 -0.02 -0.22 0.14 

OBDURP,CY 0.39 0.53 0.12 -0. ]).j. 

c' 

COUNCIL SAHPLE 

DEFERENCE POHERLESSlillSS 

l.00 

0.18 l.00 

0.76 -0.10 

OBDURACY 

1.00 

--.l 
N 



correlation with deference and a moder>ate correlation vlith ?bduracy. 

Deference i-tself Vias found to have a strong correlation Vii th obduracy. 

HOHever Vlhen one comes to consider the question of a relationship 

across the factors betHeen dogmatisr~ and alienation the patterns of 

association occasionally are stronger than those vii thin each set of 

items. Indeed Vlithin the student sample cynicism correlates moderately 

\vi th pOVler-~s-':..~~, t-leakly Vii th intolerance and negligibly Vii th deference 

and obduracy. -POi-Jerlessness_, correlates moderately Vii th pOViep-es teem 

only Slightly less strongly with intolerance and coprelates negligibly vIi th 

defere12..c:.~ and obdup~~. Insecurity is obsepved to have negligible 

coppelations Vlith all dogmatism factors. 

Within the COlIDcil sample, acposs the lJIajor concepts ~cism 

coprelates moderately Vlith obduracy' and deferenc~ and Vleakly Hith p..'?!ler-

esteem. In~~.~upj:.!y' is found to coppelate vreakly Vlith deference and 

obduracy and pOVierlessness is found to be inversely vreakly pelated to 

po\-lep-esteem and obduracy and \-leakly positively correlated to defepence. 

COHCLUSIONS 

The ppc>blem of assessing these pesul ts in accordance Vii th the theopy 

is that the overall patterns of pelationship within the sub-dimensions 

of each major concept and bet\veen these constituent dimensions acposs 

the categopies ape vepy weak. This in fact means that the findings may 

not be significant but mepely the result of coincidence. This would 

tend to be substantiated by the fact that sometimes the correlations between 

the concepts vlere in specific cases strongep than those Hi thin the concepts. 

Indeed it becomes necessary to have come cpiteria by vrhich a relationship 

may be assessed as ppoven or not so. For this research, here and in 

Chapter IV, a correlation of ,35 (significant at .005 level) will be 

consideped as significant for any findings among the Student sample and 

a correlation of .70 (significant at .005 level) will be considered as 
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significant for the Council. So that r;iveJ?~the general findings of the 

factor analysis it may be advanced that in generoal, the majoroi ty of the 

cororelations beh1een factors Hi thin each major concept and betHeen factors 

across the concep-ts ~ VIere found to be insignificant. Furthermore, so 10H 

are certain correlations, that given the fact that there is an extremely 

10VI probability of obtaining a a reading in the tables, such correlations 

are in fact indications of no correlation rather than of a Heak one. 

iliil generCll therefore it may be advanced that the alienation factors 

vW'i?e not found to interrelate at this stage of the l'esearch. 

Dogmatism in general manifested similar results, though Hithin the 

Council sample deference correlated significantly Hith obduracy but Hithin 

the Student sample all relationships betHeen the dogmatism factors Here 

insignificant. So that the general conclusion must be similar to that of 

alienation, that no interrelationship has been conclusively proven among 

the dogmatism factors. 

Given the fact that across the concepts, in the case of the Student 

sample, pOHer-esteem correlated significantly Hi th cynicism and Hi th pOHer

lessness and in the case of the Council that no significant correlation Here 

found, this cannot be taken as an indication that there is a possible under;!' 

lying relationship betHeen dogmatism and alienation. Si that hypothesis one 

of Chapter One is not substantiated by factor analysis; though of course, 

this does not mean that it is disproven,merely that available evidence cann

not definitively solve the question, one Hay or the other. 

As the evidence from this Chapter bearing on hypothesis one is so 

inconclusive, likeHise one cannot make any conclusive statements concerning 

hypothesis lI-lO, at least until more evidence becomes available. Hm'1ever it 

is possible to make certain posttilatiolls here Hhich are relevant for 

hypothesis two and 1-1hich emanate directly from the findings of this chapter. 

As Table IV substantiates, significance aside, the actual correlations betVleen 



the t\'lO major categories tend to be higher in the case of the 

Council sample and do in fact imply that Converses' arguments 

concerning the low salience to students of certain matters, 

such as political questionnaires do have some empirical 

subs tance. However this does leave unansHered one q ues tion , 

which seems particularly important here. Gi ven Converse' e 

arguments, as earlier reiterated, Hhy in fact Here there 

markedly 10Her results in the cynicism factor in the Council 

sample than in the student one, results so low as to be almost 

negligible? Actually this may not in any Hay really disprove 

Converse's argument but rather paradoxically tend to uphold it. 

In the first instance) as they are politicians, cynicism or 

'distrust of politicians' questions Hould presumably have a 

lower salience for them than for the students so that ini tially 

this dimension \'lOuld not come through so strongly, in so far 

as they may be inclined to disguise their ans\'lers or even 

knm'i'ingly give a misleading response, so as not to cast 

aspersions on a group of Hhich they are apart. The students, of 

course would not have any such misgivings about passing judgement 

on politicians. Secondly, this Hould be substantiated by the 

fact, that in the Council sample several cynicism items Vlhich 

loaded highly on an alienation dimension in the student case, 

appeal~ed \'li thin a dogmatism dimension, implying that in fact the 

answers to such questions Here conditioned more by dogmatism 

than by judgement. If this is in fact the case, it is tentative 

evidence of the earlier argument of a common basic dogmatic! 

alienation component, but this will be further considered later. 
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FolloHing earlier arguments where it was hypothesised that 

dogmatism will prove to be multidimensional and composed of 

discrete dimensions, this hypothesis as illustrated earlier, was 

not substantiated as the evidence for discrete dimensions was 

not forth coming. 

Contrary to another earlier stated hypothesis, so 

alienation vlas likewise not proven to be multidimensional and 

composed of discl:'ete dimensions. Indeed given the earlier 

evidence against discreteness, Hhen considered in conj unction 

wi th the fact that most correlations \<li thin dimensions Here 

insignificant for both dogmatism and alienation and that some 

correlations betl-<leen the major concepts were higher than those 

wi thin the concepts, then there seems evidence for concluding 

that the fac-tor analysis has' only isolated one major dimension 

and not seven, but this feature will receive more attention at 

a later stage, when the final scalogram measures of analysis 

are effected. 
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IV 

GUT1'r'IAN SCALOGRAH ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of this technique in the analysis of the data is not to be 

conceived of as lnerely complimentary to Factor Analysis, even though it is 

utilised as such in the final analysis. The two approaches were utilised 

independently of each other in the initial stages of this research, as a 

means toward obtaining the maximum alTIOlmt of information from the data as 

was possible. Their usage independently alloHed one to obtain overall first 

impressions of what the data contained or did not contain. As using one in 

place of the other or in preference to it may have led to conclusions Hhich 

Hould not be substantiated by the findings, so that ultimately information 

would have been lost. 

ANALYSIS 

In the first instance Guttman scalogram analysis
1 

was used to deter~-

mine the existence of any tmderlying dimensions wi thin my data. It must be 

borne in mind here that the factoring procedure was being undertaken inde-

1. The program utilised was R. ~ Hofstetter, R. Boyd, and D. Van HOI;1elling 
A Fortran 3400 - 3600 Program for I"iul tiple-Scale Guttman Scalogram Analysis~
Mimeo, Departrent of Govermrent, Indiana University; adaptation for the 
C. D. C. 6LI00 Hcl-'Iaster- University. It is not the intention here to go into 
the theory of scaling procedures, the interested reader is referred to 
Guttman, IIA basis for Scaling Quantitative Date", American Sociological 
Review IX (194.1+), pp 139-150; S. Stouffer, !:Jeasurement and PI'ediction. 
Prince-ton; Princeton University Press: 1950, pp. 46-59; A. Edwards, 
Techniques of Attitude Scale Constr~ction: Ne'd York; Crofts; 1957, 
pp. 172-243; S. Torge1:'son~ The The.?ry and Nethods of Scalin&. New York; 
Hiley: 1958. 
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pendent of this, apart from theoretical predictions. 

TIle initial tests Here made on three scales. Firstly, on a compo-

site scale which comprised as many as possible of the attitudinal items; 

secondly on the 402 dogmatism items alone and thirdly on the 30 alienation 

items. Depending on whether these scales corresponded Hi th acceptable 

3 t. 14 ff" Id b b b' Guttman or rlenze coe -lclents, one wou e a Ie to 0 taln some 

indication as to dimensionality \<1i thin the ~.ata and possibly some conceptions 

as to the possibility of l.U1derlying relationships. 

Inbuil t limitations of the programS required that the composite 

scale be reduced to 54 items, so that a further six items Vlith the lo\'lest 

mean 'correlation Here rejected from the 60 Hhich Here to be subjected to 

factor analysis. The three scales Here then tested on a Guttman scalogram 

program but all th1'ee returned unacceptable Guttman coefficients of 

reproductibili ty and Henzel coefficients of scalability. The al ternati ve 

then became to reject these scales outright and assume from this lack of 

acceptable results, that there are too many underlying dimensions for the 

data to merely indicate one major underlying relationship or to continue 

to build scales but rejecting items Hhich were judged not to fit. 

2 See Chapter II and Appendix I. 

3. L. Guttman, pp. 139-150 

-
4. H. Henzel, "A neH Coefficient for Scalogram Analysis", Public 
0Einion Q~ar·terly XV (1953), pp. 268-280. 

5. See note I above. 
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Using both YUle I s Q and inter-item correlations a further fourteen 

items were dropped from the overall composite scale.
6 

These being items 

wi th the lowest rrean readings as either both or one of the above matrices. 

This resulted therefore in a composite scale of LIO items, consisting of 

19 dogmatism and 21 alienation items. These three sets of items were again 

run as three scales. Again for both samples the results Here not Hi thin 

acceptable lirnit~. 

This is in fact the type of l~es ul t which prompted the adoption of 

the dual approach to this thesis. For essentially this type of result 

leaves only two alternativesl Firstly either continue to cut down on 011e 1 s 

i terns in the hope of finding a set of items which scale and thus risk 

arri ving at a concept which is not essentially the same concept as one began 

with. In general there are few arguments against rejectine items in order 

to achieve an acceptable coefficient, in fact it seems generally acceptable 

to do so even through Guttman frovms on it. There is a point hONever Hhich 

must be considered. It is presumably passable to reject items in a scale 

vlhich does not owe its very defini tion to these items, i. e. Hhen one is 

attempting to create and define a scale through the use of i terns Hhich 

hang together, but vrhen this is not the case and one::.is concerned Vii th rej

ecting a series of items from a scale Hhich takes its validity from these and 

other i terns in the scale, then the problem of validity itself becomes upper

most. Indeed to continually remove items from this type of scale must there-

fore question the validity of the scale as a measure of what it is intended 

6 The items r-etained here Here numbers: 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 18, 19, 

22,24,25,29,31,32,34, 35, 36~ 38,40,41,43,44,45,49,50,51, 

52, 54, 57, 59 -67, 69 (40 in all). 



so 

to be. 

Secondly, one has the option of totally rejecting the results, noting 

there is no acceptable degree of reproducibility or scalability, that the 

scale 01' scales are not unidimensional and that no underlying relationship 

exists or can be proven, at least as the results stand. Conclusions which 

ul timately may in fact be far Hrong. 

Using both means of analysis independently meant in fact that when 

the above stage Has reached in this research, ther'e was no necessity to 

reject Guttman analysis for any of the above reasons, as the subsequent 

stage of the research could actually be to subject toe factors Hhich 

resulted from the fac'tor analysis to scalogram analysis, as a final test of 

dimensionali ty and interrelatedness. This procedure vmuld provide a 

reasonably sophisticated, means of obtaining the maximum amount of information 

as Has possible f-rom the data. 

In the student sample this first application of scalogram methods 

to the factors resulted in 5 acceptable quasi-scale 
7 

coefficients and 2 

non-scalable coefficients
S 

if assessed on Guttman's criterion but Hith 

Henzel coefficients varying considerably from a 10Vl of .31 to a high of .44. 

Thos indicated that there Has possibly more information Hithin these 

factors than these figures actually indicated, as even the factors Hhich 

returned non-scalable coefficients of .77 and .78 'respecti vely, had Henzel 

coefficients equal or greater to certain others of the remaining scales. 

Wi thin the Council factors ,resul ts Here basically similar though four 

7. See A. EdHards, p. 197. In essence a quasi-scale Has assessed as a 
scale Hhere the coefficient ranged betHeen .SO and .90. 

S. See H. l'1enzel, p. 2S0 for the 'de fini tion of this term as utilised in 
this research. 
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of these factors actually exhibited reproducibility coefficients of .90 

or higher, and the remainder indicated at least quasi-scale dimensions. 

HOHever Henzel coefficients Here again variable ranging frGm a low of .27 

to a high of 1.00. 

SCALES 

The point then became to attempt to discover the undel"'lying dimensions 

vii thin each facto}~, \-li thin each sample. The method of doing this was in 

fact to rej ect from each scale those items Hi th a 10H mean Yule's Q or high 

error count, or both. Anything with an error of 20 or over, was 1mmediately 

rejected as being an obvious example of 'badness of fit'. This rejection 

is not contrary to the earl.ier arguments on this topic. 

Indeed before any items was actually removed from further analysis it 

was a-dj udged whether the rejection of this item v/Quld change the dimension 

direction of the factor. Actually as a1l factors contained items from what 

was originally the other section of the questionnaire, there appeared in 

fact room for rejection of items. Indeed ultimately it was noted that the 

i-terns vlhich were removed were in fact those which intui ti vely one would 

consider the least related. So that overall the attitudinal direction of 

the factors as scales, did not change through this displacer~nt, and the 

scales, vThich \-lere the deleted factors \'lere in fact adjudged as the same 

dimensions as the factors from Vlhich they were derived. In actuality, the 

maximum number of items removed from a.my scale was t\-1O, and this number 

even then was only taken from the factors Hhich contained more than a 

dozen items originally, some factors remained as they Here, as their 

coefficients, both Guttman and ~'1enzel, Here acceptable. No additional 

rejection Has effected after this sta~e as no items readily offered them-

selves for deletion. 
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In my first sample, the students, the scales were much improved 

upon previous ones~ Only Cynicism, Deference and Powerlessness failed 

to attain Guttman coefficients' of :9 though all obtai,ned such coefficients 

of at least .82 or be-tter', sufficient to indicate quasi-scales (Table I). 

However, Deference and Powerlessness attained Menzel coefficients of 

scalability of only .41 so that the scalability of these two factors is 

questionable. Cynicism on the other hand had coefficients several points 

higher than the other two on both standards, (Guttman .88: ~lenzel .53) so 

that it seems feasible to assess that the evidence of non-scale types in 

Cynicism is minimised. Indeed as there is high agreement between the 
-

coefficient of reproducibility and EdVlard's coefficient (.85) 9 vd_thin this 

factor, which is a necessa17 condition for unidimensionali ty, this is further 

substantiation for the above statement. All remaining factors wi thin the 

student sampl.e exhibited acceptable Guttman, Benzel and Ed,vard's coefficients 

and non-excessive marginals i.e. marginals which exhibited at least 1096 

difference betVleen themselves and the Coefficients of Reproducibility, 

though most Here in excess of this figure. So that given the theories 

behind each of these coefficients the remaining factors must be assumed here 

to be unidimensional. 

(Tables I and II commencing on page ) 

Within the City Council the results were again similar {Table II). 

Hi th Intolerance and Cynicism exhibiting quasi-scale proportions on Guttman 

criteria and medium to 10Vl coefficient were only marginally acceptable (.77 

and.79 respectively) so that they must remain questim'lable on their degrees 

9. See A. EdVlards, pp. 172-243 
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TABLE I: STUDENTS SCALE COEFFICIENTS FOR DELETED FACTQRS 

* Item nwnbers are item numbers on Questionnaire, see Appendix I. 
* * Though Intolerance only retained 3 items, it was retained as a dimension 

in this research as the marginals indi9ate that its results are more of 
significance than coincidence. 

C. of Rep. - Coefficient of Reproducibility, M.M.R. - Hinima1 Nargina1 Repro
ducibility, C. of S •. - Coefficient of Scalability 

FACTORS ~..2f Il~J2. H·~i!..l1· C.-2!..J3--!.. 

CYNICISH .88 .76 .53 -----
i't 

ITEl>1S U~.ePO~ 
-~ 

43 20 

4h 16 

45 39 

49 13 

56 13 

63 59 

.64 37 

67 44 

69 50 

DEFERENCE ----- ,83 .71 .41 

2 35 

11 49 

27 39 

34 46 

35 79 

36 29 

37 1? ........ 

52 50 

66 14 
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'fABLE I: CONTINUED 

FACTORS ~£"B.~~· H.H. Ii. C. of S. ----
-~r. 

INTOLERANCE .92 .79 .62 

ITEHS % POSITIVE RESPONSE --
19 29 

31 12 

4.7 77 

POv.IER-ESTEEH ----- .90 .77 .59 

16 62 

20 27 

22 9 

2h 11~ 

25 16 

29 66 

PO\r-lERLESSNESS .84 ,69 .h1 

51 74 

54 26 

61 40 

62 74 

65 6h 

OBDURACY .90 .75 .61 

23 44 

30 20 

32 74 

'20 // 
.-/U 00 

68 35 



TABLE I: CONTINUED 

FACTORS ~~ReE. M.r-foR. c. 0(2 • 

INSECUHITY .93 .74 • 58 

ITT<1vfS ... -.. __ ~a 

4 

6 

33 

42 

50 

59 

% POSITIVE 1?ESPGNS!J!. 

53 

29 

26 

20 

55 

59 

TABLE II: COUNCIL SCALE COEFFICIENTS FOR DELETED FACTORS ____________ ~ __ .._._.m __ 

~~ Item numbers are numbers on Questionnaire, see Appendix I. 
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* -l~ Though Powerlessness and Oburacy contained less than h items each, they 
were still retained in this research as separate dimensions beccwse their 
marginals indicate that their results are more a matter of significance 

than of coincidence. 

--
C. of Rep. - Coefficient of Reproducibility, 11.H.R. - Minimal Harginal Repro-· I 
ducibility, C. of S., - Coefficient of Scalability 

FACTORS 

INTOLERANCE 

* ITEHS 

9 

27 

29 

36 

5h 

.86 .75 .4.4 

% POSITIVE RESPONSE 

60 

20 

40 

20 

20 

10 
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TABLE II: CONTINUED 

FACTORS C. oX ReE. M.H.R. ~c;>f S. 

INTOLERANCE (cont. ) 

ITEl1S % POSITIVE RESP~~ ---
62 50 

63 40 

67 30 

69 30 

CYNICrSI1 ---- .e5- .71 .43 

2 .. 70 

10 90 

44 10 

49 0 

50 50 

55 20 

56 10 

64 10 I 

POl"JER-ESTEEJ.'1 .94 .91 .29 

4· 70 

22 0 

23 30 

25 10 

32 20 

42 0 

/..~ 
V/ 60 

6e 10 
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TABLE II: CONTINUED 

FACTORS C. of Rep. M.H.R. C. of S • 

INSECURITY .93 .74 • 57 

IT1<}·1S % POSITIVE RESPONSE --
6 10 

19 0 

24 0 

30 0 

38 20 

41 .' . 10 

45 30 

46 20 

59 10 

DEFERENCE .91 .74 .59 

21 70 

26 40 
.. 

31 0 I 

34 20 

37 0 

39 50 

51 50 

52 10 

60 30 

66 50 
V" ")\i\, 

PovJERLE,SSNESS l.00 .75 1.00 

43 20 

8 30 



FACTORS 
"V 
i\i\" 

OBDURACY 

ITEHS 

17 

28 

61 

89 

TABLE II: CONTINUED 

M.M.R. C. of S. -- ---
.97 .77' .86 

% POSITIVE R1~SPONSE 

80 

40 

o 
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of dimensIonality and scalability. Though it is possible that they. illus-

trate one major dimension each and one minor one, which is the residual 

item or items from the other"major dimension examined wi thin the research .10 

This is postulated in accordance vlith EdVlards I conception of a quasi-scale 

and here the major dimensions vlOuld be the actual scale or factor atti tu-

dinal basis, Le. vlhether the component is based on dogmatism or alienation, 

and the minor dimensions would be composed of any residual i tems ~ which 

remained after the initial items deletion, and that Here original subsumed 

under the other major categories. This is in agreement Vii th the I component I 

theory outlined earlier. The remaining factor-scales, except POHer-

Esteem all exhibited acceptable coefficients for repl:'oducibili ty and 

scalabiE ty and l-1inimal Narginal reproducibili ty11 figures must likewise be 

here adj udged cumulative. POVler--Esteem i t8e1f seems an anomaly because it 

manifests high Guttman and Edv,rards I coefficients but high margina1s and a 

1m" Henzel coefficient, so that a1 though it is judged reproducible, i t8 

scalabili ty may in fact be the result of coincidence rather than a signif-

icant underlying dimensions. HOHever as again there is strong agreement 

betVleen the Guttman and Edwards I coefficients, one can assume that the unde:r.- ,--

lying direction of the scale is toward unidimensionality and scalability 

an aVlay from coincidence. 

These results indicate then what might have ·been the folly of merely 

10 Note this is consistent with Edwards I definition of a quasi-scale, 
See A. Edwards, p. 197 

11. See L. Guttman, pp. 139-150; EdHards, pp. 172-198; H.Henzel, 
pp. 268-280 fol:' a definition and explication of this concept. 
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relying on one method of analysis or not using both independently initially 

and ina complementary role at a later' stage. Either of these t\-lO approaches 

would have ens ured that one los t information. Had one merely relied on the 

information elicited by Guttman analysis initially one vlOuld have been 

inclined to reject the scales, as mentioned earlier. However, using the 

methods at first independently and then together sufficed to complete the 

overall picture of what information was contained in my data. 

The question however of the definite unidimensional nature of any 

of the scales except for those of Insecurity and Obduracy must remain 

undecided due to the fact that the different samples exhibited slight 

differences i.n coefficients. Though wi thin their samples cert<3.in of the 

scales were adj udged unidimensi.onal the fact, that, except for the above 

tHo, these results vlere not substantiated from sample to sample must lead 

to the conclusion that general unidimensionali ty for' these other scales 

is questionable. 

Correlations betvfeen the scale scores resulted in high correlations 

for both samples vii th a high of .95 and a 10Vi of .69 for the student 

sample ('Table III) and a high of .96 and a loV! of .70 for the Council 

sample (Table IV). 

(Tables III and IV commencing of page 91) 



Decimal points omitted. 

FACTOHS/SCALES CYNICISl'l 

CYIHCISl1 1.00 

DEFEHENCE 89 

INTOLERANCE 87 

PO\JER-·ESTEElvI 95 

P01:JERLESSNESS 90 

OBD]R.!ICY 86 

IN SECUHITY 87 

TABLE III: STUDENTS :.CORRELi"TIONS BET'\,\:'EEN SCALE SCORES 

DEFERNCE INTOLEHANCE PO~'JER-ESTEEH_ POdERLESSNESS 

1.00 

78 1.00 

85 87 1.00 

95 84 86 1.00 

69 80 87 71 

75 89 87 79 

--I 

OBDURACY 

1.00 

91 

INSECURITY 

1.00 

to 
f-' 



TABLE IV: COUNCIL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCALE SCORES 

Decimal points omitted. 

F ACTOR:S/ SCALES INTOLERANCE CYNICISH POVJER-ESTEEH INSECURITY DEFERENCE 

INTOLERANCE 1.00 

CYNICISH 93 1.00 

PO'".JEH-ESTEEM 86 83 1.00 

INSECU1UTY 94 93 74 1.00 

DEFERENCE 96 93 92 90 1.00 

POhTERLES3NESS 88 88 78 84 91 

OBDUHACY 92 91 70 92 85 

POvJERLESSNESS 

1.00 

84 

OBDURACY 

1.00 

I.!) 

N 
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RESlJLTS: FINDINGS 

Hi thin the alienation dimensions in the Students Cynicism had an 

extremely high correlation with POiverlessness and a high correlation with 

Insecuri ty. Powerlessness itself having a high correlation vIi th Insecurity. 

For the dogmatism components Deference had high correlations with Intoler-

ence and POHer-Esteen and a moderately high correlation with Ob dura ay • 

Intolerence itself had a high correlation with both POHer-Esteem and 

Obduracy while POHer--Esteem had a high correlation with ObdUl:'acy. 

Resul ts vlere generally similar for the CO\.Ulcil sample. Wi thin the 

alienation component, Cynicism Has found to have an extremely high correlation 

Hi th Insecurity and a high corl'elation Hi th POiverlessness Hhile Povlerlessness 

itself had a high correlation with Insecurity. Hi thin the dogmatism 

dimensions, Intolerence had a high correlation with POiver-Esteem and 

extremely high correlations Hi th Deference and Obduracy. Power--Esteem 

was assessed to have an extremely high correlation with deference and a 

high correlation with Obduracy \vhile Deference had a high correlation 

itself \vi th Obduracy. 

~Hthin the Student sample, the correlations fOlmd betNeen the sub

divisions of the two concepts v1e1'e also strong. Cynicism had high 

correlations with Deference, Intolerance and Obc1Ul'acy and an extremely 

high correlation with Power-Esteem. Insecurity had a high correlation 

wi th Deference, Intolerance and POvier-Esteem and an extremely high 

correlation with Obduracy. Powerlessness Has also found to have an 

extremely high correlation with Deference, high correlations with 

Intolerance, and POHer-Esteem and a moderately high correlation Yli th Obdura9L' 



In the COW1cil results Here again similar. Cynicism had extremely 

high correlations with Intolerance, Deference and Obduracy' and a high 

correlation vii th Power-Esteem. Insecurity had extremely high correlations 

\1i th Intolerance and Obduracy and high correlations with PO\'ler-Esteem 

and Deference. POHerlessness was fOW1d to have high correlations \'li th 

Intoler~ce ~ POHer..::-Esteem and Obduracy and an extremely high cm'relation 

wi th Deference. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Firstly, it should be noted that all the correlations are in excess 

of .35 for the Student sample and of .70 for the COW1cil and are all 

therefore significant. HOYlever this does not mean that the original 

hypothesies of the thesis are substantiated. The very fact that the 

correlations are in general so high throughout, as high across the 

concepts as Hi thin, creates several problems. Initially there is the 

problem of response set as they all go in one direction. However if one 

accepts the evidence presented in Chapter 11 on this problem, then 

presumably it is agreed that in general this problem is minimised and 

the extremely high, one direction correlations may, instead be the result 

of the earlier item deletion, where 10H loadings Here rejected in the 

analysis. Secondly, and more importantly there is the consideration of 

whether alientation and dogmatism are in fact UlO separate concepts. 

Furthermore bearing in mind the point made earlier concerning the 

theoretical-empirical distinction, that though one may theoretically 

consider dogmatism and alienation as separate concepts, as they are here 

defined empirically it is only on this level that they may hare be examined. 

This is to say that in definind them empirically, they are only subject to 
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empirical criteria, that their actual independent existence may only 

be considered empirically. 111is in essence means that the data alone 

can substantiate the fact that dogmatism and alienation are tHO independent 

concepts. LikeHise the existence of any sub-dimensions is alao only 

provable on similar gr'ounds. 

Noting that discrete dimensions have not been proven by either 

Chapter III or IV, that often correlations across the major concepts 

are higher than wi thin the concepts, that in general the correlations as 

found in the Scalogram analysis are in one direction and generally extremely 

high throughout ylould seem to indicate and this Hould in fact tend to be 

substantiated by the amount of variance explained by the individual 

factOl's, that one is sessentially dealing here Hi th only one dimension. 

Bearing in mind the earlier theoretical-empirical distinction, these 

findings illustl'ate that in this research the tHo concepts of dogmatism 

and alienation have ~.! been empirically isolated. As this is the case, 

this means in fact that it is not therefore possible to pass further judgement 

on the original hypotheses, as the data do not provide this opportunity. 

On the available evidence one may conclude that the data tend to point 

tOHard one dimension being isolated rather than t\'1O or even seven. As 

this would be the result here, this means that the original hypothesised 

sub-dimensions are not also isolated and consequently that one cannot 

conclusi vely and finally examine the relationship betHeen dogmatism and 

alienation. 

Theoretically one can hypothesis the existence of both dogmatism 

and alienation and of their possible sub-dilnensions, hm-lever empirically 

no evidence is provided here for the independent exis tence of these concepts 

so that the examination of the original hupotheses must be terminated, as 

according to the data dogmatism and alienation do not empirically exist 

independently of each other, if in fact they do empirically, indpendently 
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In essence these results mean that where tHO maj or dimensions \-lere 

hypothesised as existing, only one Has seen to be empirically demonstrated 

and that the:re is no Hay of knovling jus t Hhat this m?j or dimension is, 

given the fact that it cannot be dogmatism or alienation, at least as 

they Here defined in this thesis. So that, as the concepts of dogmatism 

and alienation for all intents and purposes seem to have disappeared there is 

thus no possibility of continuing this research along the lines that \1ere 

originally posited. 
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CONCLUSION 

It was not the intention of this work to provide a defini ti ve 

theory of the relationships be·tween attitudes but merely to indicate in an 

explanatory fashion, ,,,,hether it was possible to indicate such relationships 

as a referent for later research. Through personal observation, 

intui ti ve reasoning and on the basis of existing findings wi thin the 

Ii terature l a relationship"was hypothesized to exist between dogmatism and 

alienation; so that this research therefore, examined the possibili ty of 

a relationship between these TITO concepts, as an initial step tmvard the 

attainment of a theory of attitudes and their interrelationships. 

RES TA TEt·lENT: THEORY: PROBLEH 

Several authors had reported finding a weak relationship between 

authori tarianism and alienation, 
2 

a l'elationship which needed to be 

understood if the impact that attitudes such as these have on behaviour 

is to be discerned. Further substantiation for such a relationship was 

evidenced by noting that many people \,lho Here alienated, also tended to 

be dogmatic 5 and vice-versa. Indeed it became feasible to assume that 

people Hho were alienated Here so because the dogmatism component of their 

attitudinal make-up obscured their correct perceptions of events in society 

1. See the main theory underlying this research \'lhich is advanced in 
detail in Chapter I. 

2. See the footnotes numbers 8, 10, 16, in Chapter' 1. 
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of their role within it and thus contributed to their alienation. It 

\V"as also feasible to assess that as a result of feeling alienated certain 

people may have become rigid in their views, intransigent in conversation 

and arguments and antagonistic to certain features of their existence. 

A two-\V"ay association between the concepts is therefore credible. In 

fact, it was postulated that so close is the underlying relationship, 

that there actually exists a dogmatism/alienation component which under-

pins both concepts.- The featUl'es of this component are so closely related 

that in fact they are indivisible, this is to day) that someHhere vTi thin 

dogmatism and alienation is a point Hhere they coalesce into one 

attitudinal COl'e. As this core manifests itself Hithin society, in 

response to Hhatever stimulus) it Hould manifest itself as either 

dogmatism or' alienation, or both. Unfortunately most of this is pure 

speculation but at the very least, this thesis attempted to measupe the 

degree of relationship, if any, that exists betvleen dogmatism and 

alienation. 

METHODS: ANALYSIS 

The means. of testing this relationship Has to attempt to isolate 

the sub-·dimensions of these tHO concepts and note the relationships be1.'-1een 

these dimensions across the concepts. As alienation factored into 

Cynicism, Powerlessness and Insecurity sub-dimensions and dogmatism into 

Deference, Intolerance, PCMer-Esteem and Obduracy components then by 

illustrating that these respective components Here interrelated vIi thin 

their respective concepts' and subsequently indicating that they Here also 

related to the dimensions from the other concepts, this Hould be sufficient 

of the stl'ength of any underlying relationship betHeen dogmatism 



and alientation, provided of course, that these sub-dimensions \fere shown 

to be distinct dimensions. Should this not be the case then obvious~y any 

determination of a relationship along the above lines would be dubious. 

FINDINGS 

Within the factor analysis findings, the fact that the percent 

variance accounted for by each factor was so small, that often correlations 

between items of di-ferent groups were higher than between items VTithin 

these groups, that often some items had high loadings on several factol'S and 

not just on one, this indicated that the dimensions isolated by the factor 

analysis VTere not discrete. Further this seemed to be indeed evidence for 

posi ting that essentially only one factor had been found and not seven or 

even two. .This would J.;'e ~ubstantiated by the fact that cOPl:'elations bet~,een 

what Hould be the respective sub-dimensions of dogmatism and alienation were 

in the main insignificant and that occasionally correlations betHeen the 

sub-dimensions across the major concepts Here higher than within. 

In the Scalogram Analysis the fact that extremely high correlations 

were exhibited between all the dimensions, both vIi thin and across, Hhat 

Here hypothesised as the major' concepts of dogmatism and alienation, and that 

often correlations between these factors across the concepts \,ere higher 

than beUleen the respective sub-dimensions ''li thin the majOl' concepts, further 

substantiated the findings of Chapter 111, that the factors v18re not 

discrete dimensions and that only one dimension has been isolated in this 

research. 

Had the present vax'ianee accounted for by each factor been relatively 

high and of roughly the same degree/had correlations betVTeen items within 

gl'loups been higher than betHeen items of different groups, had items only 

loaded highly on one dimension an.Q Imvly on the others Hould have been 
J 
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noted as evidence for discreteness. However, as this Has not the 

case, then discreteness could not be assumed here, indeed given the 
this 

results as they evolved .. according to the evidence,is away from 

discreteness. Indeed in conj unction vii th the insignificant correlation 

found betvleen the factors and the extremely high ,one way correla-tions 

found bet,'leeR all the scale-cOl:es, then it vlOuld seem that the evidence 

is essentially only for one dimension being isolated he1'e and not seven 

or even two. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In general in this thesis it is not really possible to note Hhether 

a relationship exists between dogmatism and alienation, as empirically 

only one factor Has seen to evolve, vlhere hypothetically it Has argued that 

t,'lO major concepts and seven possible sub-dimensi:ons existed. This 

inessence means that the data illus:trated that dogmatism and alienation ~ 

as defined for this reseiJ.rch ,Here not found to exist, neither Here any 

possible dub-dimensions isolated. 

It is possible to argue then that hypothesis one, that there is 

a relationship betvleen dogmatism and alienation Has not proven to the 

extent that since it was not possible to ShOH that they were discrete 

then logically it vIas not possible to prove any relationship. Likewise, 

hypothesis two, that the oovariance of dogmatism and alienation is stronger 

in the case of the City Council, must be considered in the same light. To 

the extent that dogmatism and alienation were not isolated in this research 

" then hypotheses one and 1.VlO Here not proven. HOvlever in so far as they 

were no-t empirically demonstrated by the data, then it is impossible to 

here test for a relationship beD"18en them, at least along the lines post-

ulated in Chapter One, so that the t lidO above hypotheses were 

not proven, it not to say that they were disproven, merely to indicate 

that the available evidence does not alloH for any continued consideration 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
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of the problem. 

Hi th regard to the dimensions vlhich \-lere hypothesised as existing 

vrithin the concepts of dogmatism and alienation, the results indicated 

that none were isolated as separa-te and distinct dimensions) so that 

the question of vrhat constitutes dogmatism and alienation cannot also be 

determined. Though the dimensions of Cynicism, Insecurity and POvlerlessness 

and Deference, POHer-Esteem, Obduracy and Intolerance were factored as 

constituents of alienation and dogma-tism respectively, there \-las no evidence 

to shm-l that they Nere discl'ete dimensions, so that empirically they were 

Nhmvn not to exis t:. 80 that hypothesis three, that alienation is 

mlLl tidimensional and composed of d~.screte dimensions was not substantiated. 

LikeHise hypothesis four, that dogmatism was multidimensional and cOlpposed 

of discrete dimensions, was also not substantiated. Though the degree 

that they Here not substantiated is the fact not that they were conclusively 

disproven but that available evidence prevented any further' consider'ation 

of the problem. 

\>Jhat l~elevance then can one draH for attitudinal research from the 

results of this thesis? Initially it indicated that one should be sceptical 

of taking 'accepted' scales without question. The very fact that the 

dogmatism scale did not factor into one or several distinct dimensions 

should illustrate that the scale is in need of resassessment and that 

concei vably it is no longer an accurate measure of Vlhat it is intended 

to be. Hc;>pefully, future research can and will test this contention. 

Likewise the use of scales such as 8role's Anomia scale Here questionned, 

as 8ro1es items were distributed among thl~ee factors by the factorial 

procedure and did not, even when scales and analysis was applied, exhibit 

acceptable scale coefficients. 

The use of composite scales as measurement tools likewise requires 

further explanation. An acceptable scale, i. e., one Hhich will give 

r-
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acceptable results, v!ill be effectively created only if one '"s operationalisr7 

ation of the concept is in strict accordance \1i th its mm definitional 

papameters. This requires judicious item appraisal and item analysis in 

conj unction I'd th this definition. So that the use of a composi te alien~ 

ation scale here was not entirely successful, though it provided a tool 

upon which the research could be based and indicated ';lhat could possibly 

have been the basic components of alienation, the very fact that .it did not 

factor unto one or several alie0ation dimensions, distinct from the dogmatism 

dimensions, illustrates that there could have been even stricter operation·

alisation of the basic definition that ioTas effected as it too seemS a dubious 

measure of \1hat it was intended to be. 

As Chapters III and IV illustrated, there is a need to use factor 

and Guttman scalogram analyses as complementary, in an attempt to elicit 

maximuJil information from dai:a as only this Hay by use of such multi variate 

techniqu8's can the most comprehensive measUl .... ement models be produced and 

tested. 

It is unfortunate that given the results as they evolved that no 

consideration may be made on the basis of this research, concerning a 

fuller comprehension of behaviour. Had a relationship been found betVleen r 

dogmatism and alienation then the import for behaviour might have been 

considerable~ The very fact that the data did not e~~n indicate the 

presence of both dogmatism and alienation a,s separ':lte concepts indicates 

the tenuous nature of the variables with which we are dealing. So that 

had a relationship been proven bet\-leen the two concepts then possibly this 

may have clarified some of the more obscure aspects of the relationship 

beUleen attitudes and behaviour. Hm'lever, the fact that this vlaS not 

the case and the fact that if anything these results provide even more 

difficul ties for any understanding of attitudes and behavioUl"» Vlouldseem 

to further complicate an already complex situation. 



Hopefully it \vi11 be for future research in this area to attempt 

to clarify the problem area of the relationship behveen attitudes and 

then attempt to relate such sknoHledge to behaviour, as it would seem 
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that to comprehend behaviour there is a need to understand the motivations, 

the predispositions related to it. This thesis attemp-ted to move tmvard 

that position by developing tOHard a theory of attitudes and their 

relationships. The very fact that it Has so unsuccessful in accomplishing 

it avovled aim of discovering a relationship betHeen \-That vlere defined as 

the concepts of dogmatism and a1ienation, illustrates both the complexity 

of the problem and the minimal knowledge that He have in this sphere. 

Indeed, theoretically one may still conceive of trIO distinct attitudes 

of dogmatism and alienation, yet empirica1ly in this research they Here 

not even isolated as separa1!:e dimensions. It may be for future research 

to bridge this theol'etical--empirical gap, if indeed that is possib1e, and 

in doing so complete the task, upon which this thesis Has predicated but 

in which it Has not successful. 



APPENDIX 1 

(lUES'l'IONNA1HE -'-------
Deck 01 

COLm'IN ITF:H QUESTION AND CODE ----

03 1) Canada and Russia have nothing in common. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. 1 agree on the VIhole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the v,hole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

04 2) The highest form of government is a democracy and the 

highest form of democracy is a government run by those 

""ho 8.re the most intelligent. 

7. I agree very much. 
6, 1 agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I dis8.gree on the whole. 
L I disagree very much. 

05 3) Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a vrorth-

while goal, it is lmfortunately necessary to restrict the 

freedom of certain political groups. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. 1 dis.:l.gree a little, 
2. 1 disagree on the whole. , T disagree very _____ t_ 

-1-. .1. mUGIl •. 

_1~.4 
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06 l~) It is only natural that a person \rTOuld have a much better 

acquaintance with ideas he believes in than with ideas he 

opposes. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I ar.rree b on the 1tIhole. 
5. I af,ree a little, 
J. I disagree a little. 
2. r disaf,ree on the whole. 
l. T disagree very much, 

07 5) Han on his own is a helpless and miserable creature. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the "'Thole. 
1. I disagree very Imch. 

Og 6) Fundamentally the ltrorld we live in is a pretty lonesome 

place. 

7. I agree very much. ~ -
6. I a.gree on the 1>Tho1e. 
5. I agree a. little. 
J. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the 1IIho1e. 
l. 1 disagree very much. 

09 7) Host people just don't give a darnnfor others, 

7. I agree very much. 
6. ·1 agree on the ·whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the v,hole, 
1. I disagree very much. 
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10 8) I'd like it if I could find someone who \vould tell me hOltl 

to solve my personal problems. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a. little. 
') 
...i. 1 disagree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the whole. 
1. 1 disagree very much. 

11 9) It is only natural for a person to be ra.ther fearful of the 

future. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. I agree on the ltrhole. 
5. I agree a Ii ttle. 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the vlhole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

12 10) There is so much to be done and so little time to do it in, 

7. I agree very much. 
6. 1 agree on the l'>'hole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. 1 d.isagree a little. 
2. 1 dis:-lgree on the whole. 
L I d.isagree very much. 

13 11) Once I get ' .... o1.md up in a heated discussion 1 ,just can 't stop. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. I agree on the v1hole. 
5. 1 ar;ree a little, 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the ltJhole. 
1, I disagree very much. 
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15 13) 

16 14.) 

17 15) 

1(\.7 

In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat. myself 

several times to make sure I am being understood. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on t.he whole. 
5. I agree a Uttle. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the \·1hole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

In a heated discussion I generally become so absorbed. in 

what I am going to say that I forget to listen to "That 

others are saying. 

i ". 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole, 
1. I disagree very much. 

It is better to be a dead hero than a live coward. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
l. 1 disagree very much. 

While I don't like to admit this even to myself, my secret 

ambition is to become a great man, like Einstein, or Beeth-

oven or Shakespeare. 

7. I agree very much. 
6, I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the ltrhole. 
L 1 disagree very much. 
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18 16) The main thing in life is for a person to ",ant to do some-· 

thing important. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the 1'Iho1e. 
1. I disagree very much. 

19 17 ) If given the chance I vlOuld do something of great benefit 

to the vwrld. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the v[hole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

20 18) In the history of manld.nd there have been probably just a 

handful of really great thi.nkers. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the Vlhole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3; I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

21 - - 19) There are a number of people I have come to hate because 

of the things they stand for. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much 
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22 20) A man who has not believed in some great cause has not 

really lived. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the \I1hole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. I disagree a. little. 
2. 1 disagree on the whole. 
1. 1 disagree very much. 

23 21) It is only "Then a person devotes himself to an ideal or 

cause that life becomes meaningfuL 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. 1 agree on the ltrhole. 
5. I a.gree a little. 
3. 1 disagree a little, 
2. I disftP;ree on the whole. 
L 1 disagree very muc:h. 

2h 22) A person 1t!ho gets enthusiastic: about too many causes is 

likely to be a 'prettY-1JTashy' sort of person. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6, 1 agree on the l-Thole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3: I disagree a. little. 
2. 1 disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

25 23) Of all the different philosophies which exist in the vwrl(l 

there is prob::lbly only one which is correct. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agre~ on the 1lvhole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
L I dis;igree very much. 
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26 To compromise with out political opponents is d.angerous 

because it usually leads t.o the betrayal of our own side. 

7. I agree very much, 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little, 
J. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the \o{ho1e. 
1. I disaeree very much. 

27 25) When it comes to difference of opinion in religion we must 

be careful not to compromise VIi th those who believe differ-· 

ently from the way we do. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I a.gree on the 1-{hole. 
5. I agree a little. 
J. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
l. I dis8.gree very much. 

2B 26) In times like these, a person must. be pretty selfish if he 

considers primarily his oVin happiness. 

7. I agree very much. 
6; 1 agree on the whole 
5. 1 agree a little. 
J. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. 1 disagree very much. 

29 27) The vlOrst crime a person can committ is to attack publicly 

the people who believe in the same thing he does. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the "/hole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
L I disagree very much. 



III 

30 28) In times like these it is often necessary to be more on 

guard against ideas put out by people or groups in one1s 

ollln camp than those in the opposing camp. 

7. I agree very much, 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I,disagree on the whole. 
L I disagree very much. 

31 29) A group which tolerates too much differences of opinion 

among its own members cannot exist for long. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the ."hole. 
5. I a.gree a little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

32 30) There are two kinds of people in this world, those who are 

for the truth and those who are against the truth. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6; I agree on the 1;/nole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the \\q-lOle. 
1. I disagree very much. 

33 31) A person who thinks primarily of his OVln happiness is be-

neath contempt. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. 1 disco.gree on the whole. 
L 1 disagree very much. 
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34 32) Ny blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses to 

admit he's wrong. 

7. I agree ver"JT much. 
6. I agree on the "Thole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the 'I'lhole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

35 33) Host of the ideas vrhich get printed noymdays aren't vlOrth 

the paper they are printed on. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disa.gree a little. 
2. I disagree on the \.-[hole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

36 34) In this complicated \'lOrld of ours the only way N8 can kn01.'i' 

what is going on is to rely on leaders or experts who can 

be trusted. 

7. I agree very much. 
6~' I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree B. little. 
3. I d.isagree a little. 
2, I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

37 35) It is often desirable to reserve judgement about what's go·-

ing on until one has had a chance to hear the opinions of 

those one respects. 

7. I agree very much. 
b. I agree on the whole. 
5. I a.gree a little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the \<Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 
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38 36) In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends 

and associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as 

one's own. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I R.9:ree a little, 
3. I dis8.gree a little. 
2. 1- dis.:u.<;ree on the \·[hole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

39 37) The present is all teo often full of unhappiness. It is 

only the future that counts. 
; -

7. I agree very much. 
6, I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the ..... rhole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

40 38) If a man is to accomplish his mission in life it is some-· 

times necessary to gamble 'all or nothing at all'. 

7 .. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I a.r.;ree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
r, I disagree on the whole. ,t:.. 

1. I disagree very much. 

41 39) UnfortunC'ltely a good many people \'Jith ltlhom I have discussed 

important social and moral problems don't really understand 

'rJha.t is going on. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I 8.gree on the whole. 
5. I agree a. little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the T:Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 



40) Most people just don't know what is good for them. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I . agree on the vIhole. 
5. I agree a. little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1, I disagree very much. 

4.3 41) These days a person does not know who he can depend on. 

7. I a.gree very much. 
6. I agree on the ...rhole. 
5. I agree a 1i ttle. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
l. I disagree very' mUch. 

The Canadian authorities are ';10 rking hard to develop the 

country. (R) 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disegree on the "Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

45 43) Success is more dependent on luck than ability, 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the .. Thole, 
5. I agree B. little, 
3. I disac!,ree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
. l. I disagree very much • 
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47 These days it is difficult to find people you can trust. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the \·;holo. 
5. I 3gree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

48 46) In Sl~it~ of ,·that some people say, the situation of the 

average man is getting worse. 

7. I a.gree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
r I J. agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disa?-;ree very much, 

49 h7 ) l"loney is the most important factor influencing public 

policies. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the vlhole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disa~ree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
L I disagree very much. 

50 48) It is not fair to give birth to children when the future 

of the ltforld is so uncertain.' 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the vlhole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 
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51 There is little use writing t.o public offcJaJ.s because 

t.hey are not. really interested in the problems of the 

average man, 

7. I a.gree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I a.gree 11 Uttle. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. :s disagree on the \'Thole. 
L 1 disagree very much. 

52 50) There are such conflicting irieas on what is right and 1;~Tong 

these days that it is hard to decide what to do. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. 1 di.sagree a little. 
2, I disagree on the whole, 
L I disagree very much. 

53 51) If you don't watch out people will take advant.age of you. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3~ I disagree a lUtle. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
L I disagree very much. 

5h 52) There are so many people who do things 'well that it is 

eas;}' to become discouraged. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the ,:-{hole, 
L I disagree very much. 



55 53) 

56 54) 

57 55) 

58 56 ) 

Things are changing so fast that these days a person does 

not know what to expect from one day to another. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the "Thole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a, little, 
2, I disagree on the "Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

IvIost people don I t realise how much their lives are controlled 

by plots hatched in secret by others. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disa.gree on the vlhole. 
L I disagree very much. 

Religious organisations in Canada have a great effect in 

making our country a better place to live. (R) 

7. I agree very much. 
6, I agree on the ""hole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3; I disagree a little. 
2. I disa.gree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

It does not matter "Thich party "dns elections as the inte-

rests of the little wan do not count. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agreE; on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. r disagree on the v:hole. 
1. I disagree very much. 
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59 57) Fe\"! people are really dedicated to their work. 

7. I agree very much, 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

60 58) Our coun;,ry has too many poor people who can do little to 

raise their standard of living. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

61 59) Elected officials become tools of special interests no 

matter wha.t. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I aeree on the l,."rhole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little, 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1; I disagree very much. 

62 60) It is usually best to tell your superiors what they ~'rant to 

hear. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
l. I disagree very much. 
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63 61) It is almost impossible foY' one person to really under-

stand the feeLings of others. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. 1 a.gree on the whole. 
5. 1 B.[;ree a little. 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the vrhole. 
1. I dis'l2:Y'ee very much. 

64 62) People will do almost anything if the revrard is high 

enough. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. 1 agree on the whole, 
5, 1 agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little 
2. 1 disagree on the "Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

63) The greatest ambition of politician is to be re-elected. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6. 1 agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. 1 disaE;ree a little. 
2. 1 disagree on the Nhole, 
1: 1 disagree very much. 

66 Local officials lose touch "lith the people who elect them. 

7. 1 agree very much. 
6, 1 agree on the whole. 
5. 1 agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. 1 disagree very much. 
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67 'faa many people in our society are just out for themselves 

and donlt care for anyone else. 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a. little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the \'Thole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

68 66) There is nothing lOVIer than the person who does not feel a 

great love, respect and concern for their parents. 

7. I agree very much. 
6, I agree on the ~vhole . 
5. I agree a little, 
3. I disagree a little. 
2, I disagree on the "'Thole. 
1. I disagree very much. 

69 67 j-10st politlcians are more interested in themselves than in 

the public welfare. 

7. I a.gree very much. 
6. I ap;ree on the 't!hole. 
5. 1 agree a little, 
3; I disagree a. little, 
2. I disagree on the "Thole. 
l. I disagree very much. 

70 68) Almost anyone in Ollr society can imporve his standard of 

living if he is willing to vlOrk hard, (R) 

7. I agree very J:luch. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very much. 



l~l 

71 If people knc'tl what was going on in high places it would 

blovl the lid off. 

7. I agree very mueh. 
6. I a.gree on the whole. 
5. 1 ap'ree 

<=- a little. 
3. I disagree a little. 
2. I disA.gree on the 'whole. 
L I disagree very much. 

72 70) The decisions of our courts of justice are just as fair to 

a poor man as to a ,'Tealthy man. (R) 

7. I agree very much. 
6. I agree on the whole. 
5. I agree a little. 
3. 1 disagree a little. 
2. I disagree on the whole. 
1. I disagree very rauch. 

(R) -- Reversed for coding purposes. 
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49 i -15 31 -29 77 22 -Ii.!., 01 -02 LOO 

50 i 36 06 08 65 82 -12 -34 -18 69 LOO 

51 54 -33 -06 23 36 18 -51 51 08 21 LOO 

52 -13 09 ld -20 -37 05 00 45 -28 -41 38 LOO 

5 3 -2~7 -O,~ 21 17 -23 -62 -03 37 24 -08 -11 32 1. 00 

51.. -19 -45 -31 -34 -55 -03 31 77 -24 -56 31 57 29 LOO 

55 -12 01 -55 83 25 -31.. -06 01 83 59 20 -1.8 05 -19 1.00 

56 05 -41 -15 8.L 33 -24 -L.O 29 57 51.". 25 -19 It.6 -03 70 LOO 

57 37 -10 -12 -69 09 05 27 24 -49 -35 -08 -07 03 12 -41 -43 1.00 

58 -32 61 24 29 -09 -08 03 -L,3 01 -08 -31 00 10 -51 07 -00 00 1.00 ~ 
1-' 

59 I (~2 -11 -23 11 69 3h -48 01 15 L,7 57 -38 -52 -35 26 01 18 -22 1.00 

f,n I 1-:0 _')P, '..L3 _'J,O ':::9 01 -I/" Ot:; _'J,o -01 -21. -32 18 -2~_ -31 -OfJ. 79 10 19 LOO 
"'; ... 1 I ,.l I .... ,. ..,,/ ~"" .... ...... ", ..,7 ./ 



APPENDIX III: SECTION IX 

41 h2 43 44 45 h6 47 411 h9 50 51 52 53 
--_ .. - .- ,-_. __ . __ .... _-----_. . ----'----' 

61 -n.l -51 -32 OLe 25 -23 29 38 03 18 05 -20 17 

62 47 -45 -lr~ 19 50 02 -07 74 31 47 49 13 31 

63 10 -17 -08 19 21 -26 17 70 h3 3h 27 ?1 
..J-'- 59 

64 -01 -29 --:11 79 31 -3h -41 06 58 53 ('\1 
v~ -38 L.9 

65 33 28 - -02 33 60 -3J·, -21 -31 58 67 -13 -61 11 
-.-' 

66 -36 1,0 -28 -23 -33 -50 71 22 23 -22 -37 OL. 48 

67 -09 30 -33 -15 -14 -30 58 45 4L,. 06 05 21 27 

68 ,-:2h 75 08 58 26 -hI 09 -39 6LJ. 52 02 -09 01 

69 i h5 -3h -16 -37 10 19 11.. 78 -01 -00 29 32 25 
I 

! 
7'J ,-62 50 -21j. -05 -42 -31 64 -h9 31 -08 -8~_ -43 01 

51,_ 55 56 

33 29 hl 

33 25 53 

1+1 22 h7 

-25 69 94 

-69 43 25 

~1 
.G~ 05 -16 

39 12 -14 

-51 53 15 

5h -·<5 03 

-26 13 -26 

57 58 

28 -25 

14 -h7 

06 -32 

-37 15 

15 15 

50 18 

21 -33 

-23 59 

35 -66 

-09 19 

59 

:"'14 

23· 

-12 

-01 

49 

-33 

-03 

11 

14 

-38 

60 

28 

17 

03 

10 

41 

22 

-17 

-26 

18 

-15 

I--' 
+=' 
tv 



61 62 

61 ' 1.00 

62 60 1.00 

63 r::,) .• /~ 89 

64 29 ~,.., 

~)tG 

65: -05 16 

66 : 23 13 

67: U. 45 , 
'. ' 

68: -08 -(6 

6q i 
/ 20 73 

70 i -16 -Le7 

APPENllIX III: SECTION X 

63 64 65 66 67 68 69 
------_._._-

1.00 

29 1.00 

13 44 1.00 

L~3 -09 24 1.00 

67 -23 18 73 1.00 

10 20 ~,9 28 21 1.00 

70 -19 -OJ 27 65 -h3 1.00 

-21 -05 25 50 29 23 -?5 

70 

1.00 

i-' 
+' 
(;,) 
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